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The citizens of South Fulton will go to
the polls on next Tuesday to vote for or
against the present form of government.
It is the American way!
Unfortunately however, the real issue
at stake next Tuesday is not whether the
present form of government is good or bad,
but whether one man, and one man alone,
can take a small band of people and fill them
so full of hatred with rumors, untruths and
half-truths that two communities are gripped
in a holocaust of fear of violence.
This man, through the years, has been
the instigator of petitions for taxpayers
suits, annexation suits, malfeasance and mis-
feasance in office suits, bribery suits, for-
gery suits, embezzlement suits.
It all started when he first lost his bid
for re-election to a commissioner post on the
South Fulton City Commission. The rancor
of this defeat became more intense as two
more defeats were chalked up against him.
Fortunately for South Fulton, none of
the petitions were successful, until this indi-
vidual seized upon the last bastion of hope
for another try at election and that was to
overthrow the present government by ex-
ploiting the problems, the frustrations, the
poverty, even the apparent discriminations
of a minority group. - .
IF ONLY I COULD MAKE THIS
MINORITY GROUP UNDERSTAND that
the individual who today poses as their
white hope, is the same man who has charg-
ed them with "double-cross," three times
before. This is the same man who tried re-
peatedly to malign a late city attorney, be-
cause the city attorney was the one true and
unrelenting friend of the minority groups.
I know. I have read every petition. None
were valid. None were anything but vici-
ous, slanderous, hate-filled documents con-
sumed with but one insatiable command.
get back iii.,S.outtl.figtorLgity Hall.
The current cry of "dictatorship" now at
South Fulton City Hall brings to mind some
rather weird instances during John Reeks'
two terms as city commissioner. There was
the time a mayor was coerced into resigning;
when another mayor was stripped of his
credit card; when a city manager was asked
to resign arid given $2116 illegal severence
pay; and then there's a $55,000.00 paving
contract in 1967 that surely did not do much
for streets in the predominantly Black
neighborhoods, for this is one of the de-
mands now being made by our Black neigh-
bors.
As Paul points out in an editorial today
that John Reeks really is in favor of the city-
manager form of government. It servet him
well. But out of office this sudden piety for
the poor people, the Blacks, and corruption,
just isn't compatible with what happened at
City Hall just a very few short years ago,
while John Reeks was a Commissioner.
I didn't think it could happen here. But
it is happening here.
And only you, the voter, can destroy
this man's insidious lust for power that is so
compelling that the good name of a good and
wholesome community could be destroyed if




Now I'm not out to knock the anti-pollu-
tion campaign, especially that part of it that
has brought about the wider distribution of
unleaded gas.
That part I like, although my reason has
nothing to do with the fact that unleaded gas
reduces automobile emission futhes. We have
always used unleaded gas for type cleaning
in our shop, and there were times I have had
to drive miles to buy it. Now I can get it any-
where in the neighborhood.
But the other day I met a fellow whose
enthusiasm for unleaded gas left room for
improvement. He sells the stuff.
The fellows in the shop said we needed
some gas for type cleaning, so I stuck an
empty 2-gallon can in the car and went to
(Continued on page six.)
ONE OF KENTUCKY%
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
The N.w. has won awards for
excellence ovary y••r it has been
submitted In Judging co. 
Volume 39 Fulton, 42041, Fulton County Kentuck
RING OUT THE OLD, RING IN THE NEW: No, it's not New Year's, It's just sway of say-
ing that the new South Central Bell manager, Steve Fryrear arrived this week to replace Ron
Laird at the helm of the Fulton exchange. Ron, (left, above) is leaving for a well-deserved pro-
motion as manager at Madisonville, and with him go the best wishes of a multitude of friends
he has made throughout this area ... and thet goes for Ruth, tool
Jackie Hollie Named May And Smith
Head '72 FHS"Miss South Fulton" Annual Staff
Miss Jackie Hollie, a pretty
17-year-old brunette with a
long list of titles to her credit,
was selected as "Miss South
Fulton" Tuesday night.
Miss Hollie was First Maid
last year.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. R. B. Hollie at Har-
ris. A senior at South Fulton,
she has green eyes, brown hair
is five feet five inches tall
and weighs 115.
Miss Horne is the reigning
Obion County "Fairest of the
Fair" and was named First
Maid at the Tennessee Fairest
(continued on page 6)
THE NEW MISS SOUTH FULTON: Jackie Hell* a 17-yeer-eid
senior at South Fulton High School, was named "Miss South
Fulton" Tuesday night in the annual competition held at the
high school. (Additional picture on page 3).
The staff of the Fulton High
School annual for 1971 will
be headed by Rene May, editor,
and Kent Smith, assistant
,editor, the News learned
Wednesday.
• Seniors who have been named
to head committees for the
Annual include Mark Owens,
photography; Bob Engel, activ-
ities; Myra Johnson and Debbie
Oark, advertising; Greg Scates
Sad Charles Whitnel, sports;
suid Sandra Thompson, classes.
The balance of the Annual
staff Will include Denise Homra,
Donna Sensing, Gigi Brock, Sue
Nelson, Robin Whitesell, David





A total of 1,032 students
achieved academic honors dur-
ing winter quarter at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee at Martin,
Henry C. Allison, dean of
admissions and records, has
announced.
To qualify for academic hon-
ors, a student must carry at
least 12 hours of credit during
the quarter and must earn a
grade point average ranging
from 3.0 to 4.0 point maximum
system. Students whose grades
are from 3.75 to 4.0, inclusive,
are passed for the quarter
SUMMA CUM LAUDE,
Among the students included
on the winter quarter honors
list at U-T Martin are the
following from Fulton and South
Fulton:
Fulton--Gary Lynn Barnes,
Mary Johanna Butts, Kathy
Ann Meacham, Joe Franklin
Taylor.
South Fulton--Jane Blood-
worth, George Thomas Cannon,
Janet Kay Curtis (summa cum
laude), Diane Foster (summa
cum laude), Carmen Sue
Gardiner (summa cum laude),
Christina McKinney, Joyce Gail
Perry (summa cum laude),
Janice Sharp (summa cum
laude), Oran Charles Walker,
Susan Carol Warren.





Course Of Lau ut s History
sou.i.o:th7Ftoivon 
ha ge TheTuesday's Votk5E'
Next Tuesday, April 6, South Fulton citizens
will be called to the polls to vote on a matter that
many consider will have a profound effect on the
community for the next 50 years.
The ballot seeks to determine whether or not
the South Fulton citizens wish to surrender their
charter for the City Manager form of govern-
ment, under which they are now operating.
A vote for surrender of the charter means
that the city of South Fulton will return to the
Mayor-Council form of government under which
the city formerly operated. Tennessee statutes
describe it as the "Weak Mayor-Council" form of
government.
A vote against surrender of the charter
means that the present City Manager form of
government will be continued.
The referendum vote next names to bring the matter toTuesday was forced by a pe- a vote. The petition bore 276tition circulated last month names; the °Mon County elec-bearing a sufficient number of lion commission ruled that al-
though less than 200 werequal-
ified, registered voters, the
number was sufficient to meet
Tennessee law. A special elec-
tion was therefore called five
weeks from the date the petition
was presented, and set for April
There has been little, if any,
visible campaigning on the part
of the petitioners to rally sup-
port to their cause, although a
possible last-minute effort may
be made to air a few personal
grievances which seem to have
been the basis for the petition
in the first place. It may. be
significant that after the petition
was filed, a number of signers
stated that they had not real-
ized the intent of what theo.
were signing; by then it was too
late to have their names
removed from the petition.
In our edition of March 11,
The News sought to point out
a few of the legal entanglements
(continued on page 6)
Ford, Combs Plan County Visits
Two leading candidates for
the 1971 Democratic guberna-
torial nomination, Lt. Gov.
Wendell Ford and former Gov.
Bert Combs, will be in Fulton
County next week to greet their
friends and supporters at fund-
raising dinners.
Mr. Ford will visit in Fulton
on Monday, April 5 for a "Fight-
ers for Ford" dinner at the
Derby Restaurant. Tickets for
the dinner, which begins at 7
p.m., are $5 per person. They
can be obtained from campaign
officials in both Hickman and
Fulton.
Dan Taylor of Fulton and
Brodie Creed of Hickman are
Mr. Ford's county campaign
chairmen. Mrs. Felix Gossum,
Jr., of Fulton and Mrs. H. G.
Shaw of Hickman are his wo-
men's Chairmen.
Mrs. Ford will accompany
her husband to Fulton. She will
be in Clinton for a reception
from 3:30 to 5:30 before the
dinner.
Mr. Combs and his running-
mate, Julian Carroll, will begin
their Fulton County campaign
with a reception at the RECC
building in Hickman Wednes-
day, April 7, from 3 to 5 p.in.
State Sen. Carroll Hubbard,
and State Rep. Ralph Graves,
Wendell Ford
who are both candidates for
re-election to the state leg-
islature, will also attend the
reception. The wives of all four
candidates are expected to
attend with their husbands.
The four candidates will be
featured speakers at the
Combs - Carrot fund-raising
dinner at 7:30 Wednesday night
Bert Combs
at the Holiday Inn in Fulton.
Tickets for the dinner are $5
per plate and eon be obtained
from officials of the Combs-
Carroll campaign.
Ray Williams of Fulton and
Earl Taylor of Hickman are
Mr. Combs' county campaign
chairmen. Mrs. Waudell Yarbre
of Hickman is his woman -
chairman.
Mandrell Show Saturday Hopes To
Benefit Banana Festival Finances
Barbara Mandrell, the vivacious hundred
pound bundle of talent, who captured the hearts
of all who saw her perform during the 1970 Inter-
national Banana Festival in Fulton, Kentucky
and South Fulton, Tennessee, will return to the
twin-cities on April 3rd., for a big two hour Coun-
try-Western show beginning at 8:00 P. M. at the
South Fulton High School Gym.
Barbara, along with her band,
The Mandrell's and Bony Shaw,
an exciting new talent, will
come to the South Fulton Gym
with their big Nashville sound.
On stage Barbara has several
things going in her favor,
FULTON HIGH TALENT
SHOW TO BE FRIDAY
The Annual Fulton High
School talent show will be
sti:gcd at Carr gym, Friday
night, April 2nd at 7:30 p. m.
Much local talent will he seen
in action. Make your plans to
see these talented high school
students perform.
The fifty cents admission
charge will he turned over to
the high school activities (mid
namely her talent, her beauty
and stage personality. Barbara
plays several different instru-
ments. She uses pedal steel
guitar, five-string banjo, sax-
ophone, and bass guitar in her
act. She plays everything from
'blue-grass' to 'modern pop'
and acts as Mistress of Cere-
monies for her own shows.
Tickets for the big April 3rd
Country Western Show are on
sale with local Fulton-South
Fulton merchants who are
sponsoring a drawing for cash
prizes during intermission of
The Mandrell Show.
The Retail Merchants As-
sociation announces the fol-
lowing rules for the drawings;
no purchase is necessary, just
sign “uir name and drop in
the boxes provided in each
store. There will be three
names drawn during the inter-
mission, you must be present
at the Mandrell show to win.
Each prize will be all the cash
you can pick up and carry
in your double hands.
The price of tickets for adults
is $2.00 advance, $2.50 at the
door. Advance tickets for child-
ren under 12 years of age wil!
be $1.00---and $1.25 at the
door. Everyone is urged topur -
chase their tickets early as th,
seating capacity is limited.
"Rewarding" Work Brings Honor To Lois Milk,.
By Angella Mueller
Mrs. Rodney Miller became
administrator of Haws Memor-
ial Nursing Home in 1987"with
some misgivings, but knowing I
was needed." Today she ap-
proaches her work with a
convert's fervor and enthus-
iasm.
"It's not depressing," she
said emphatically. "This is the
most rewarding thing of my
life. There is no place where
people appreciate efforts on
their behalf more."
Mrs. Miller's dedication is
well known to the Kentucky
Nursing Home Association,
which nominated, at its con-
vention last fall, her for a
position on the state Hospital
Council. Gov. Nunn has ap-
pointed her to a three-year
term on the council.
Characteristically, Mrs.
Miller regards-the appointment
less as a personal reward than
as a chance to work for the
improvement of nursing homes
in the state. "I've got lots of
dreams," she said. "Every-
where I am now I want people
to know what we are trying to
do."
What she is trying to do is
offer not only the best nursing
home care at Haws, but to im-
prove the quality of nursing-
home and rest-home care
across the state. Such plans
Include an effort to educate
people to the fact that "there
are different levels of care
and all are necessary to
people's physical and mental
needs."
According to Mrs. Miller,
the first task of such a public
education program is to make
clear that the terms "nursing
home" and "rest home" do
not apply to the same types of
institutions. She explained that
a nursing home cares for per-
sons convalescing from acute
illnesses, and chronically ill
parsons who need skilled med-
ical care. A rest home, also
known as a personal care home,
Is for persons who do not need
medical care, but who need
some custodial care because
they cannot live by themselves.
"But it's not enough just to
educate," Mrs. Miller added.
"We need laws to make the
difference apparent."
Mrs. Miller explained that
no laws now exist which would
prevent rest homes from ac-
cepting persons who need med-
ical care and should be patients
in nursing homes. When abuses
are uncovered, they reflect on
both nursing homes and rest
homes. She said that Ralph
Nader's investigators, who dis-
closed an unfavorable report
on "nursing homes" in Chicago
last summer were actually in-
vestigating rest homes.
In her position on the Hos-
pital Council, Mrs. Miller hopes
also to raise the standards of
nursing homes in the state.
"What I'd like to get done in
Frankfort is to hove the (Ken-
tucky Nursing Home) Associ-
ation regulate individual
homes," she said. "Some of
those who are not members are
causing bad publicity for the
rest of us."
According to Kentucky law,
nursing homes must be run by
licensed administrators. But
the licenses are granted by
the Department of Health, and
the Nursing Home Association
has no authority over the grant-
ins of licenses.
"If someone's running a home
that is substandard, about all
we can do is refuse to accept
their membership (in the As-
sociation), or revoke it if
they're already a member,"
Mrs. Miller said.
"We could recommend that
the state not grant licenses,
but we need the money to in-
spect individual nursing homes.
"Don't misunderstand--
there are plenty of excellent
nursing homes," Mrs. Miller
a&ded. "But there are some
bad ones too, and I'd hate like
the Dickens for them to rub off
on all of us."
Mrs. Miller, the former Lois
Jean Haws, is the daughter of
Mrs. Lois C. Haws, who found-
ed the Haws Hospital as a
memorial to her husband, the
late Dr. Morton W. Haws, in
1939. The hospital became a
nursing home in 1958. Before
becoming administrator, Mrs.
Miller divided her time between
serving as her husband's legal
secretary and raising her
family of five children.
When Mrs. Miller argues for
high standards in nursing home
care, she speaks as an admin-
istrator who demands the same
high standards of herself.
"Your personnel attitude,
everything, is related to the
attitude of the person in charge
of administration," she stated.
Mrs. Miller is proud that
Kentucky law requires high
standards of nursing home ad-
(continued on page 6)
"Give-Away" Money
Is Now On Display
A container, with a portion
of the money to be given away
In three drawings during in-
termission of the Saturday night
Barbara Mandrel] Show, is an
display this week in various
stores of the Fulton - South
Fulton retail merchants. To
be elgible to win you must
register in one of the partici-
pating stores (no purchase ne( -
essary) and be present at the
Country Western Shov. . n Satur-
day night April 3rd.
Public Invited To
Drug Conference
The public is invited to attend
a drug abuse conference
Wednesday morning, April 7
at 9 a.m, in the Fulton County
High School gym.
Speakers at the conference
will include patients and staff
members from the U. S. Nar-
cotics Hospital in Lexington.
The conference is the second
In a series of drug-abuse pro-
grams sponsored by the Stu-
dent Advisory Council of FCHS.
KEA RECEPTION .
Western Kentucky University
will host s lecejAion and get-
together at the annual 3Ceili•
iucky Education Association
Convention in Louisville. Thurlki
day, April 15 from 3 to 8 p nit;
in the Mirror Room of the Kitt-
lucky Hritel.
EIDITOUIAILS
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELINO
Editors and PublishersThursday, April 1, 1971
If You Live In South Fulton, Next Tuesday
Is Your Red - Letter Day: CAST YOUR VOTE
South Fulton citizens should
put a big, red circle around April
6—next Tuesday—on their calen-
dar. That is the day to accomplish
one thing, if nothing else: VOTE.
If everyone in South Fulton
VOTES next Tuesday, no one in
the community will have any com-
plaining to do after the election is
over. The will of the people will be
determined, quietly, legally, force-
fully with no further re-
course. That is the way things are
run in a Democracy.
The pitiful thing about our
elections in general is that too
Many people find too many ex-
cuses for doing everything else
When WS time to go to the polls
Old vote; often the will of a deter-
tabled minority overrules the will
the majority because the major-
fty fails to vote. Next Tuesday, the
minority will be determined.
This should not happen in
South Fulton next Tuesday; the
matter on the ballot is too import-
ant to everyone living in South
Fulton to lightly ignore. A propos-
ed change in the government of
South Fulton is a matter of vital
concern to every citizen in the
community; it affects their future,
the future of their community, its
plans, projects, personnel and its
stability.
We do not propose to suggest
to anyone in South Fulton HOW
they should vote; that is their pri-
vilege to decide.
But during the past four
weeks, this newspaper has sought
to point out to the community that
the air has been full of ill-advised
and unfounded gossip that has
sought to "smear" the present ad-
ministration; we have tracked
down every "rumor" that we
could find and printed the truth;
we have diligently tried to find
the basis for discontent and bring
it to light for discussion.
We found practically no fault
with the City Manager form of
government by anyone. All we
could find were normal personal-
ity clashes, untrue rumors about
this or that. John Reeks, one of the
bearers of the petition, even stated
publicly that he favored the City
Manager form of government over
the Mayor-Council type, yet his
petition contradicts himself. He
petitioned to throw it out.
The Mayor and the two Com-
missioners in South Fulton are
just three of the community's
good citizens who have been will-
ing to take time from their jobs,
their families and their other
normal activities to serve as com-
munity officials. Theirs is often a
thankless, tedious, laborious job
that is unappreciated by a lot of
the rest of the community. This
has been the story of all of the
Mayors and councilmen-commis-
sioners before them, and will con-
tinue to be the same story for the
generations to come.
Regardless of who's running
a community, there will always be
a little friction. No government
has yet been devised that can
make everyone happy and still
govern.
One can muse over the fact
that even in the Twelve Apostles,
there was one who did not agree.
In an effort to do a better job
in running the day-by-day affairs
ifelled tine sf Kentucky's "Beet Aft keerretwrINamidy Papers.
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of their community and to provide
for intelligent planning for the fu-
ture, the citizens of South Fulton
voted out the Mayor-Council form
of government a few years ago and
voted "in" the City Manager form.
They have only to look at the
record to note the difference. To-
day, South Fulton has a forward-
looking, progressive government,
has money in the bank, has a long
list of improvements either com-
pleted or underway, has a good
business climate, residential areas
that are clean and orderly, and
everything is being guided by a
good City Manager. Mike Blake is
receiving slightly less than aver-
age pay for his job, but he likes
it, likes the community, and is in-
tensely interested in seeing South
Fulton grow and prosper.
What more can South Fulton
citizens want than this? As we
stated on March 4, Mike Blake de-
serves a public handshake, not a
kick in the rear.
Next Tuesday will determine
which one the citizens of South
Fulton wish to give him, and
themselves.
Next Tuesday is election day.
The decision, is not on personali-
ties, it is on a question far more
grave than that. It is on the whole
structure of South Fulton govern-
ment. This decision must be made
by EVERYONE who qualifies as a
registered voter in South Fulton.
If you live in South Fulton, and
you don't VOTE, you have en-
abled someone on "the other side"
to gain the upper hand on you.
The Calley Verdict
U. S. Army Lt. William Cal-
ley Jr. was convicted of murdering
more than a score of Vietnamese
civilians, including women and
children, because the members of
the military court were convinced,
from the evidence, that he was
guilty.
Calley never denied the kill-
ings at My Lai. A number of the
men who had served under him
and were there testified to having
seen him shoot some of the vic-
tims. The court had to find him
guilty.
These revolting things hap-
pen, as Calley himself said at one
point, in every war; the purpose of
war is killing. That does not jus-
tify them, from any ethical or
moral point of view. But who has
ever been able to justify war itself,
as an end in itself, from a moral
viewpoint?
It comes down to the evil of
war itself. There is not a people
on the face of the earth, great or
small, who, in the mass, loves or
desires war. We suspect the North
Vietnamese, the North Koreans
and the Red Chinese, if they could
be polled as Americans can be,
would vote overwhelmingly to
outlaw war completely and for all
times, just as we or the British
would do, and as we believe the
Russian people would surely do.
But any people will fully sup-
port war, and will willingly die
for their countries, when they be-
ieve or are made to believe their
national existence and their very
lives are threatened. Thus did the
Americans, after Pearl Harbor.
Yet the Japanese supported their
side in World War II as determ-
inedly as we ours, because most of
them had been convinced their
country and their lives were
threatened.
So, if nearly everybody fears
and hates War, how is it to be
abolished? If there is one really
central, over-riding goal Jf morali-





They do me wrong who say I come no more
When once I knock and fail to find you in,
For every day I stand outside your door
And bid you wake, and rise to fight and win.
Wail not for precious chances passed away,
Weep not for golden ages on the wane!
Each night I burn the records of the day;
At sunrise every soul is born again.
Laugh like a boy at splendors that have sped
To vanished joys be blind and deaf and dumb;
My judgments seal the dead past with its dead,
But never bind a moment yet to come.
Tho' deep in mire, wring not your hands and
weep;
I lend my arm to all who say, "I can!"
No shamefaced outcast ever sank so deep
But yet might rise and be again a man.
Dost thou behold thy lost youth all aghast?
Dost reel from righteous retribution's blow?
Then turn from blotted archives of the past
And find the future's pages white as snow.
Art thou a mourner? Rouse thee from thy spell;
Art thou a sinner? Sins may be forgiven;
Each morning gives thee wings to flee from hell,





With the onset of Spring one
thinks of new things: clothes,
flowers, cars and Just every-
thing fresh and new. There are
some new faces on the shelves
at the Fulton Public Library
that will be of interest to all
our patrons. May we invite you
to come by and examine all the
new faces on our library shelves
and especially the following:
THE BONANZA TRAIL by
Muriel Sibell Wolle, is the
fascinating and definitive book
on the ghost and near-ghost
towns of the Old West for which
so many students and amateurs
of Western Americana have
been waiting. Like the once
booming camps and diggings
which are its subject, its re-
pository of the wondermtnts,
glories and pathos of pioneer
times and romantic bonanzas...
A book that, to the informed
intelligence, is almost impos-
sible to put down. (The pre-
vious words were written by
Lucius Beebe in THE TER-
RITORIAL ENTERPRISE) This
fabulous volume will be of
interest to anyone who likes
to learn more about our Old
West and its many fascinating
areas.
COOKING FOR COMPLI-
MENTS by Ruth Morgan, cook-
ery editor of WOMAN. From
beginner's basic to true chef-
standard, here are hundreds
of mouth-watering recipes; plus
all the tips and all the know-
how about the preparation of
food. You'll find recipes for
hors-de'oeuvre, soups, fish,
meat, poultry and game dish-
es, vegetables, salads, des-
serts, cakes and baking,
savouries and breakfasts, sand-
wiches, party snacks, drinks,
sauces and stuffings--enough
ideas for a lifetime of de-
licious and attractive menus.
Every recipe in the book has
been tested to perfection in
the kitchens of the Wooden Spool
Club—your guarantee of com-
pliment-catching cookery!
THE STANDARD BOOK OF
FISHING edited by Bruce R.
Tuttle. If you want to get more
fun out of fishing and catch
more and bigger fish--if you
want to learn how to fish,
where to fish, and when to
fish—this is the book for you.
For here is a complete, up-
to-date, and reliable guide to
every popular kind of fish-
ing, written in practical, step-
by-step detail by over thirty
of America's most famous
writers and experts on fishing.
WILD FLOWERS OF AMER-
ICA. Here are 400 wild flowers
of North America, shown actual
size in beautiful true-to-life
full color, with detailed de-
scriptions and with full infor-
mation as to family, geo-
graphical range, the nature of
the environment in which the
flowers are found, etc. Common
names and their variations. as
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock I
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
MARCH 26, 1926
The opening baseball game of the FHS sea-
son will be with Rives on March 26th. Coach
Maddox has also scheduled games with Obion,
Union City, Mayfield, and Murray. Randolph
Kramer, representing the freshmen, won the
FHS declamatory contest Wednesday; others
taking part included Nell Owen, representing the
seniors, Agatha Gale the juniors, and Sara Butt,
the sophomores.
The confectionery and news stand operated
by Morris Chowning on Fourth Street was de-
stroyed by fire Friday night.
The following officers have been elected by
Fulton Commandery 34, Knights Templar: C. A.
Stephens, Corn.; R. A. Stilley, Gen.; J. A. Har-
pole, C. G.; H. J. Potter, S. W.; A. W. Morris, J:
W.; D. Fred Worth, Prel.; H. M. Khourie, Treas.;
G. C. Hall, Rec.; K. Homra, St. B.; J. J. Hill, Sw:
B.; H. H. Perce, Ward.; G. E. Alverson, Sent.
An estimated $35,000 was paid out in Fulton
last week for chickens, eggs and butterfat. The
Fulton markets reflect prosperity.
The annual "Community Store" of the Wo-
man's club will be held in the old Fry Shoe Storebuilding at 216 Main Street all next week. Fundsderived from this and other affairs go into theClub building fund.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Wade of Crutchfield hadall of their children home Sunday: one boy worksin Mississippi, the other in Union City, and theirdaughter lives in Fulton.
well as standard botanical
classification and nomencla-
ture, are given for all flowers.
A Ready Identification Chart
lists the flowers by the distinc-
tive features and facilitates
identification of all the flowers
represented and their related
species. A detailed Glossary
provides full explanation of
botanical terms.
DESIGN IN EMBROIDERY by
Violet M. Endacote Whether
you are an expert needle-work-
er or a beginner who has not
yet mastered all the aspects
of this age-old craft, this book
will show you how to be an
artist with your needle. While
the emphasis is on designethere
are full "working instructions"
throughout.
TIFFANY TABLE SET-
TINGS. Tiffany table settings
have long been conversation
pieces on Fifth Avenue. Now at
last, they are available in this
sumptuous volume of full-
color and monochrome pictures
with explanatory text—all pre-
pared by Tiffany Si Co. for this
book alone.
Parents . . . .
Know the Drug Threat
Today's Subject: Some Other Drugs
Most Commonly Abused
Today we will go over some of the drugs most commonly
used and abused so we will all be familiar with terms and types
for later discussion.
ORAL AMPHETAMINES:: These are stimulants. On the
strvet they are refurrell to as "fiennies," "Whites" (round and
while). Also in this category are "Dexies" (green and white
capsules) amt "Ileatis" (green, heart-shaped tablets). These are
what are commonly called "pep pills" or diet pills. Taken
orally, Amphetamines stimulate the central nervous system,
the briin and spinal column. Users, under the influence of these
drugs, will usually be argumentative, overactive, unusually
talkative, generally unable to eat much, unable to sleep, and
show a marked release of inhibitions. III is not unusual for one
under the influenee of these drug, to suddenly remove his
clothing for tun l'I`AM/11.1
1:1'S usually demonstrate mental confusion, unpredictable.
and irrational behavior, even violent behavior may result. Use
is biologically harmful too because it destroys body reserves
and makes the user extremely vulnerable to disease. These
are illegally available on the "street market" (about 8-10 for $1)
yet many youngsters obtain oral Amphetamines from the home
medicine sliest (parents' pep or diet pills).
Nots•. Most "street market" (bLick niarket) Amphetamines
are made by illegal laboratories, often by experimenting ama-
teurs, using inibalanced chemicals in unsterile surroundings.
INJECTED MF:THAMPHETANIINES: These are referred
to, among other terms, as "Speed" or "Meth" and are far more
potent, faster acting and, of course, extremely harmful. Users
on injected (intravenously) Methanichetamines are usually ex-
tremely emilused, very unpredictable and irrational. Violent
behavior Is 4'0111 iiiii II tOXt, • psyeliosis (sick and insane) may
result. Sometimes get on a "'peed" or "Meth" run. A
"run" is an intravetwas injralion as often as every 4 hours for
3 to ti days, with no eating and no sleeping. During these per-
iods the user is extremely overstimulated and out of control,
or in terms of the street he is "struag-out" or "up-tight." And
he will ,how acute signs of paranoie — he sometimes collects
weapons because he is conviteed th ,t people are plotting his
death. (us occasion a 11S1.1 s the beling he must "kill or be
killed." A eerie lens effect I if the eves (like a catnera zoom
lens) makes the UMW evill more pal intikl because objects and
people loom up before him, disappeal and alarmingly reappear.
When injections are stopped after a "run," the user "crash-
es" — this means he goes into a pe iod of hallucinations and
deep sleet. coma lasting from 18 to 14 hours. He awakens fam-
ished, eats huge amounts of food, particularly sweets and
liquids. Ho is extremely fatigued, v. ry suspectible to disease
and derail dt-pressed. At this lento, many users will take an
oral Amphetamine to ia:t going imam.
"Sprad- is available on the "sti.el market" in papers, a
small paper package, at about $3 to $5. It sells for about $100
an ounce. Speed aggravates any heat I condition and can cause
strokes in suspectible people. It is toxic to any healthy heart
and also te the blood vessels as it it Teases heart rates, blood
pressure mid can cause shock and death!
Another powerful stimulant is ('ocaine. Its effects on the
body and mind may even exceed th..se of Speed. Cocaine, an
extremely hazardous drug, is being imported in increasing vol-
ume from South America and Cuba and is being used at alarm-
ing rates by young people. (A gram eitsts $40 to $50 and makes
10 capsules.)
is' provided as a public service by Joe Jedmison,comiscolumn
Fulton County Attorney.
FAMILY CAMPING by Better
Homes and Gardens. This is
a most complete book on howto
'enjoy carefree camping and in-
cludes tips on outdoor cooking,
fire-building and also has an
equipment check list.
THE PICNIC BOOK by Nike
Hazelton. Everyone loves a
picnic. But who isn't tired of
the same old hard-boiled eggs
and tuna-fish sandwiches? For
your next alfresco feast, spread
a tableclothful of delights,
chosen from Niko Hazelton's
PICNIC BOOK. This book has
19 chapters, each one the fas-
cinaticie story of a picnic.
AMOR POINTS
& MINOR, TOO
BY SItSi N MJAMIS711111
MONTEGO BAY—What are
the words that come to mind
when you think of Jamaica?
Sun and sand and sea .. . rum
and calypso.
They all are here, plus stars
that shine brightly in the clear
night sky and appear to keep
time to the calypso beat of the
steel drums.




The Rev. Oakley B. Woodside has been call-
ed as pastor of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. He will preach his first sermon here
Sunday.
Rev. Woodside comes to Fulton from Sharon,
Tenn. He succeeds the Rev. E. Rueb, who resign-
ed three months ago to accept the pastorate of
the church at Medina, Tenn.
K. P. Dalton, president of the Fulton Base-ball Association, announces that Ned Waldrop,
star first baseman of the Railroaders, has signed
his contract to play with the local team again thisseason.
Wendell Norman, 17-year-old son of Mrs. H.
C. Hooker, this week was chosen by the localRotary Club to attend the World Affairs Instituteat Cincinnati, Ohio, on March 30 and 31, and wasalso winner of the Elks National FoundationScholarship Award for the Fulton Lodge.
The concrete base for the antenna of FultonRadio Station WFUL has been poured, but furth-er construction has been considerably delayed by
the weather.
The many friends of Major Paul Durbin ofthe U. S. Army, who has been in Korea for the
past several months, were glad to see him today
upon his arrival here for a three day visit. He is
visiting his aunt, Mrs. W. H. Purcell of 415 Jack-
son Street.
James T. Lowe of the United States Naval
Reserve, son of Mrs. Edith Lowe, has received a
citation for excellent service in the line of his
profession while serving with a Marine medical
company during operations in Korea from Sept.
15 to Nov. 2.
when the weather in the Nor-
thern U.S. is cold and unplea-
sant. Temperatures are in the
80s during the day and somewhat
lower at night as cooling breezes
sweep in off the sea, laden with
the scent of frangipani. hibiscus,
oleander and other blooms.
The budget traveler usually
waits with interest for April 16,
when the summer prices go into
effect at the plush resort hotels.
There are smaller inns and com-
fortable guest houses which of-
fer economical prices. Your tra-
vel agent can advise you.
Don't be alarmed by reports
about "unrest". As Wade
Greene has pointed out in the
N.Y. Times, Caribbean demon-
strations have not been aimed
at tourists but at institutions.
The natives want more of the
tourism earnings to remain at
home, plus better job oppor-
tunities and better schools. I
have found hotel and restaurant
help to be unfailingly polite
and helpful.
Also polite and helpful was
the competent staff of Air Ja-
maica, the national carrier,
which I flew from Chicago to
Montego Bay. Its jets fly non-
stop to Nassau, with lunch anda fun fashion show en route,
before heading on to Kingston,
the capital, and then this glit-
tering resort community.
• • •
Safety belts save lives and
prevent injuries. The statisticsare clear. Please follow the ex-
perts' advice and buckle up for
safety!
• • •
EAGER BEAVER: To pre-vent crashes the auto makers
should install a fool injection
system on the new cars.
— Wilfred Beaver.
• • •
PROSE BOWL: A self-cen-tered individual likes to give him-self a pat on the back now andagain, and again and again....Was Fahrenheit ever awardedan honorary degree?
• • •
What's the most common
hazard co‘ered under a home-
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Betty Pruitt Engaged Local Educational Association
To Thomas W. Arnn 
Endorses New Cabinet Post
BETTY PRUITT AND FIANCE, THOMAS ARNN
A June wedding is being
planned by Miss Betty Carol
Pruitt and Thomas Wayne
Arnn, students at the Univer-
sity of Tennessee MedicalUnits at Memphis. The coup-le's engagement is announcedby the bride-elect's mother,
Mrs. William Franklin Pruittof 221 west Paducah Street,South Fulton. The bridegroom-to-be is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James D. Arnn of Dolly
T'aiiiliwifiStoemistons44,late williarrafratilfrMtt,is the grandipillheFWrii.
Cayce Harrison Pounds of SouthFulton and the late Mr. Poundsof Dukedom and of the late Mr.and Mrs. John Franklin Pruitt of
Rutherford.
'
An honor graduate of South
Fulton High School, she attend-
ed the University of Tennessee
at Martin for two years. She will
receive a Bachelor of Science
ORGANIZE YOUR SEWING
EQUIPMENT -- Have all your
sewing equipment together.
If you are using a book shelf,
cover boxes and label or buy
the clear plastic boxes with
colored lids. Coordinate your
color scheme with the bed room,
den or laundry room, in which
you are organizing the center
with a bright paint or wall-
paper. Partition drawers or
boxes with small card boxes,
plastic boxes or those on the
market which lock together.
Two important necessities are
a comfortable chair to use at the
machine and good lighting,
either 1-40 -watt flourescent
tube or a 150 watt bulb. A
floor lamp could be used and
hopefully it will have a re-
flector bowl to prevent the
light shining directly into your
eyes. An organized sewing cen-
ter will encourage sewing and
make it much easier for you.
Don't forget the ironing board
and iron and perhaps a folding
screen could hide the center
when not in use and it, too, can
be covered with same bright
paint or wallpaper and could
have peg board on inside.--
Juanita Amcnett, Paducah, Ky.
42001 Phone: 442-2718
* • • • •
Stretch-fabric garments re-
sume their shape and resiliency
best after laundering in &dryer
set at the proper temperature.
Otherwise, they should be laid
(Photo by Murphy Fair
degree in nursing in 1972 from
the UT Medical Units College
of Nursing.
Mr. Arnn is the grandson of
Mrs. EMe B. Finch of Dresden
and the late William Franklin
Overby and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. George W. arra' of Dres-
den.
He graduated from Milan High
School as salutatorian of his
class. He attended the Univer-
sity of Tennessee at Martin
Of itara.,., and irt.Iee he
"WV' Ore I RffitSc tette e
ta II.Philirria dr from thellilliWedical Units College of
Pharmacy. A member of Rho
Chi, honorary fraternity, and
Kappa Psi, pharmaceutical
fraternity, Mr. Arnn has re-
ceived the National Health
Foundation Scholarship the
past three years.
Completed plans for the cere-
mony, to be solemnized June
12th at 7:30 o'clock in the eve-
ning, will be announced later.
flat instead of being hung up for
dry ing.--Dean Roper, Mayfield,
Ky. 42066 Phone: 247-2334
* * * is •
Sewing can be fun--even for
the men and boys. There are
lots of patterns to choose from,
so try a jacket, shirt, vest,
poncho. or pants. Before you
start this project, you will need
to know what size pattern to buy.
To find the pattern size, take
the following measurements and
compare them with the size
chart in the pattern catalog.
A. Height when standing., B.
Neck, around the neck plus
1/2 inch for neckband size.,
C. Chest, around the fullest
part of the chest., D. Waist,
around the natural waistline.,
E. Hip (seat), around the fullest
part of the seat area.. F.
Sleeve length, from the center
back of neckbase along the
shoulder to the bent elbow and
down to the wrist.--Catherine
C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky.
42050 Phone: 236-2351
• • *
Frozen broccoli is reaching
the favorite lists for ttie con-
sumer. Last year frozen peas,
green beans, and corn headed
the "moat wanted" list--
but broccoli was next. Broccoli
is a flavorful vegetable and
a good source of vitamins A
and C. -- Patricia Curt:singer,
Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025
Piione: 527-8801
A nationwide drive by the
National Education Association
aimed at establishing a federal
cabinet-level post for educa-
tion was endorsed today by the
Fulton City Education Associa-
tion.
"We at the local level are
particularly aware that schools
need more attention from the
fe:Icral government," said Billy
Milner.
"The NEA proposal to con-
solidate the many fragmented
federal education programs un-
der a separate cabinet for ed-
ucation would provide both
President Nixon and Congress
a better understanding of local
school district problems,"
Billy Milner stated. "What's
more, it would help provide
additional federal funds for
education."
The NEA has called for a
massive "letter writing" cam-
paign by teachers urging Presi-
dent Nixon to immediately es-
tablish a Cabinet Department
of Education. The campaign will
climax during the period March
29 to April 6.
Two former Secretaries of
the Department of Health, Ed-
ucation, and Welfare, John
Gardner and Sen. Abraham
Ribicoff of Connecticut, have
supported the concept of a
separate cabinet position for
education. HEW has been de-
scribed as an "unmanageable
empire" with more than 107,-
000 employees.
Faulkner-Scott Vows
Will Be Said In June
MISS JUDY KAY FAULKNER
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Faulk-ner of the Harris community
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Judy Kay, to
John Warner Scott, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Warner Howard
Scott of 907 South Ury
Street, Union City.
A graduate of South Fulton
High School, Miss Faulkner
now is employed at Brown
Shoe Company, Union City.
She Is the granddaughter of
Jim Faulkner of Harris andthe
late Mrs. Faulkner and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. J T. Frazier.
Mr. Scott graduated from






Broadway musical, will be pre-
sented April 14 at Union City
High School, and on April 16
and 17 at Fulton City High.
The Fulton Band Parents
association is sponsoring the
play, proceeds of which will be
used to furnish new uniforms
for the band. Band director John
M. Sublette is also directing
the play.
Laurey and Curly, the two
romantic leads, will be played
by Jan Jinkins and Ronny
Goforth, respectively. Miss
Jinitins teaches music in Mar-
tin city schools, and Goforth
is a voice major at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee at Mar-
tin.
Ticket prices and curtain
times will be announced later.
an employe of Satan! & Sa-lent Inc., Union City.
He is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. W.L. Scott of Union
City and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. John Henry Cook.
The couple will exchange
their vows June 6 at 2:30
o'clock in the afternoon in the
Harris Methodist church. Areception will follow in thehome of the bride's parents.No formal invitations will besent, but all friends and rela-
tives of the families are con,
dially invited to attend the




"If in doubt, try out!"
That was the advice offered by
Roger Reichmuth, marching
band director of Murray State
University, as he announced that
majorette auditions for the 100-
plus - member Marching
Thoorughbred Band will be held
May 8.
Majorette hopefuls are sched-
uled to meet at 1 p. m. in the
recital hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building on the cam-
pus. Reichmuth said girls who
have a schedule conflict on that
date should contact him to make
other arrangements.
Tryouts for majorettes in the
past at Murray State have been
held during the fall, but Reich-
muth said the new procedure
"will enable the majorettes to
work together during the sum-
mer to become a stylized unit."
Emphasizing that the tryouts
are open to any high school sen-
ior girl or Murray State coed, he
said:
"We expect to have a twirling
line of eight majorettes who
look good as an ensemble and
who can perform as a precision
unit by the time school begins
next fall."
He said auditions will consist
of Individual routines lasting
from three to six minutes with
candidates performing to the
cadence of the percussion sec-
tion of the band or a recorded
selection of their own choice.
Reichmuth added that major-
ettes, who receive the same
scholarship assistance as band
members, will have the oppor-
tunity to do some solo routines
during band performances.
Band camp at Murray State is
scheduled to begin Aug. 25, the
week prior to fall registration
at the university. Drum major
auditions will be held during the
camp.
Anyone needing further infor-
mation about majorette audi-
tions may contact Roger Reich-
muth, Box 1070, University Sta-
tion, IV-Tray, Ky., 42071.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends: April 2,
Stevie Stow; April 3, Sue Ann
RonowaY, Edna Wright; April
5, Linda Nanney, Polly Long;
April 6, Floyd Martin, Randy
Henderson; April 7, Mrs. Bay
Bonduzurit, Mark Travis, Emily
Walker.
Rump of veal is easy to carve
When it is boned, rolled and tied





A dinner honoring Mrs. Don-
nie McAlister was held March
20, at the home of her mother-
in-law, Mrs. Sara McAlister
near Wing°, Kentucky.
Those attending in additionto
the honoree and hostess were:
Mr. and Mrs. Billy McAlister
of Mayfield, Sherry McAlister
and Lydia B. Thompson of Win-
go, Mrs. Pauline Kindred, Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Griffin,
Teresa and Tony of Union City,
and Mrs. Glenn Underwood of
Water Valley.
Those visiting in the after-
noon were: Mr. and Mrs.
Laverne Owensby of Ruthville
Community, Jim McAlister and
Ted Adams of Toodlettsville,
Tennessee.
Mrs. McAlister will be leav-
ing for Germany in April to join
her husband who is stationed
at Bomberg, Germany with the
U. S. Army.
Mrs. McAlister is the former






An attendance which "ex-
ceeded our greatest expecta-
tions," according to Mrs. Hen-
don Wright, Sr., of the Fulton-
South Fulton Art Guild, saw
the Louisville Children's Thea-
tre performance of ,'Androcles
and the Lion" Friday, March
26 at Carr gym.
Students from Hickman Coun-
ty, Obion County, and Fulton
County schools were present.
Mrs. Bill Homra of the Art
Guild said attendance may
have been over 400.
Members of the Children's
Theatre troupe were enthusias-
tic in their praise of the audi-
ence, and also of the facilities
which were provided for their
performance.
"We're hoping to make this
visit (of the Children's Theatre)
an annual event here in Fulton,"
Mrs. Wright said. "The at-
tendance proves that the youth
of Fulton are interested in cul-
tural advantages."
Mrs. Homra and Mrs. Andrew
Nelson thanked the press, radio
stations, and committees who
worked to publicize the event.




Don Carmichael, noted wat-
ercolor artist from Union Uni-
versity in Jackson, Tennessee,
has donated an original paint-
ing to the Fulton-South Ful-
ton Art Guild. Chances will
be sold on the painting to raise
funds for the Art Guild room
at the Library.
The painting, first displayed
at Carr gym Friday, March 26
during the performance of
"Androcles and the Lion," is
now on display at downtown
stores. The drawing will be
held during the Art Guild's
spring show, at a date to be
determined later.
"The Art Guild is very grate-
ful to Mr. Carmichael for his




Miss Agnes Sublette, Ful-
ton County High School guid-
ance counselor, has been elect-
ed Secretary of the West Ken-
tucky Personnel and Guid-
ance Association for a one-
year term.
Miss Sublette was elected
during the association's spring
meeting Friday, March 19 at
Paducah Community College.
Its members represent elemen-
tary and secondary schools and
colleges in 23 Western Ken-
tucky counties.
OPERA COMING
The National Opera Com-
pany, a troupe of twelve pro-
fessional artists, will appear at
the University of Tenneg3ee at
Martin in the Performing Arts





Mrs. James E. King has
received word that, based on
evidence of academic and crea-
tive promise, appearance babe
able to maintain a good stand-
ing in the nursing program,
and financial need as a married
student, she is to receive- -a
$1150 nursing acholarshin
award toward the spring semes-
ter of 1971 at Murray State
University. Her standing for
the fall semester of 1970 was
3.2 out of a possible 4.0.
Both Mrs. King, the former
Roma Kay Foster, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Foster, and
her husband, James E. King,
son of Mrs. Lenora King, of
Crutchfield, are enrolled as
juniors at Murray State VW-
varsity. 
,
Elaine Stice (center), Calvert City, is the winner of the Mountain Laurel Queen competitionat Murray State University and will represent the school at the state-wide rsageant in May.Daughter of King Stir*, she is a sophomore ma joring in physical education and recreation.She has participated in the International Banana Festival Princess Pageant. Darla Owen(left), a sophomore English major from Water Valley, is first runner-up. Second runner-up isDabble Edmonds, a Murray sophomore majoring in biology. (Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Dear Ann Landers. Last
May my husband asked me if
he could wear one of my house-
dresses while painting the kit-
chen. He said it would be more
comfortable. I said, "O.K." He
did look awfully cute and I
told him so. Ever since that
time he has been wearing my
dresses and wigs and makeup
when we are alone. He has ask-
ed me to call him Linda when
we "play girl friends," as he
calls it.
I can truthfully say I don't
"nind. The only thing that
bothers me is that he is pret-
tier than I am. If we went
out in public together he would
get more whistles. Yesterday
I read an article on sex
deviation. It said men who
enjoy dressing up in women's
clothes are transvestites. I
do not consider my husband
abnormal. He is very manly
in every way. He just happens
to enjoy playing this little game.
Is there anything wrong with
it? I'd like your opinion.—
Happy Woman Who Loves Her
Husband
401a .tancleia
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dar Woman My opinion is
of no consequence. The only
thing that matters is what you
think, and apparently you think
it is just fine. If you and your
husband enjoy "playing girl
friends," it's nobody's busi-
ness. Just make sure the doors
are locked and the shades down.
And say hello to Linda.
*
Dear Ann Landers. I'm a
secretary who shares a lovely
apartment with two airline
stewardesses. Last night the
lights went out suddenly. We
knew it was a fuse because two
of us were ironing, the electic
coffee pot was on, and when I
plugged in the mixer to make
cookies the whole place went
dark.
I went down and told the
landlord. He very nicely said
he'd put in a new fuse if I
would accompany him to the
basement and hold the flash-
light. To make a long story
short, he made a pass at me
in the stairwell and I belted
him in the chops. I cannot get
over the nerve of him—with
his lovely wife sitting upstairs
in the living room!
This morning we received a
note saying the rent would be
raised $40 a month. What should
we do?---Sad Trio
Dear Trio: Write him a note
saying YOU are not April
Fooling—that if he is serious
about the raise you'll be glad
to discuss the matter with his
wife—in detail.
Dear Ann Landers: I'm a
boy 16 and miserable. I have
terrible acne. For two weeks
I've been going to a derma-
tologist but the acne is no bet-
ter. My dad is sick of paying
bills and I am sick of looking
at myself.
The other day some kid men-
tioned "sandpaper surgery."
Can you tell me what it Is? Will
it help me? Is it expensive?
Is it dangerous"' Please, Ann,
check this out with your ex-
perts and let me know.--
Barney From Boise
•
Dear Barn: Sandpaper sur-
gery (or abrasive planing)
will not help a person who has
active acne. it is useful only
after the acne has been cured.
This surbery removes the top
layer of skin and with it the
blemishes, pitting and scars,
Planing is not dangerous when
done by a competent dermatolo-
gist. In incompetent hands, how-
ever, it can be a mess. -But
this is true of any surgery, The
price varies, depending on the
doctor. A top-notch dermatolo-
gist in Washington who serves
as one of my principal con-
sultants charges $600. The op-
eration can be performed traiii
doctor's office but It is- wet
',Amble to have it done. LA.
hospital. • ---
Remember this procedure MNOT for active acne. In, _YOREcase, perhaps your dOc$6si:
should try some type oi
diation—ultra-violet or ez_ryik...-
-
"The Bride's Guide,"--ArgiLanders' booklet, 111118WOrisome of the most frequent),asked questions about weddingli...To receive your copy Cif"Mit,comprehensive guide, write io.Ann Landers, in care of_Yegitnewspaper, enclosing ii.--204Vself-addressed, stamped envel-ope and 351 in coin.
THIES KENTUCKY STATE SENATORS wive seek reelection this year discuss filing their
declaration papers at the state capitol in Frankfort. From Wit to right are: Sect. 3. C. Carter,
it-Scottsville, Son. Carroll Hubbard, 0-Mayfield, and Sen. Francis M. Burke, D-Pikeville.
Senator Carroll Hubbard
Files Re-election Papers
First District State Senator
Carroll Hubbard, D-Mayfield,
filed for reelection here in the
office of the secretary of state.
Hubbard, 33, who represents
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves and Hickman Counties,
is serving his first term in the
Kentucky General Assembly.
• A Murray native, Hubbard is
a partner in the Mayfield law
firm of Hubbard, Weisenberger
and Chaney. He was selected
by the Kentucky Jaycees in
1968 as "One of the Three
Outstanding Young Men of Ken-
tucky" and was chosen last
year as "One of the Outstanding
Young Men of America." He is
married to the former Joyce
Lynn Hall. They have one
daughter, Kelly Lynn, age 15
months.
In 1967 Hubbard carried all
five counties of the district,
which then included Marshall
County and not Calloway
County. The recent 1971 special
session of the legislature trans-
ferred Marshall County into
Senate District 2 and Calloway
County from Senate District
3 to the First District.
Hubbard is chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Committee and
a member of the State Govern-
ment and Labor and Industry
Committees. Hubbard was a
key factor concerning the state
remaining under the federal
Uniform Time Act of 1967 dur-
ing both the 1968 and 1970
sessions of the legislature.
He is an advocate of "wel-
fare reform" and introduced a
controversial bill during the
1970 session aimed at limiting
state aid to mothers of illegit-
imate children.
Minton Appointed Jailer;
McClure, Clark Will Run
Josh McClure has announced
as a candidate for the office
of Fulton County Jailer. He
filed Wednesday, March 17,
with County Clerk Dee Lang-
ford as a candidate in the'. 
Democratic primary Ms/ 25A
Edward Clark told the
News on Monday, March 22,
that he also intends to file for
the Democratic primary as a
candidate for jailer. The dead-
line for filing Is April 9, 45
days before the primary.
Baker Minton, who had be-
gun serving his third term as
Jailer on January 1, 1971, died
suddenly at his home on March
13. County Judge James C.
Menees appointed Minton's bro-
ther, J. C. Minton, to serve as
jailer until a new one is elec-
ted in November 1971. The
jailer elected in November will
serve the remainder of Baker
Minton's term, which expires
January 1, 1974.
A lifelong resident of Hick-
Tan, McClure oVills a farm
oP Route 2. He 144 been •,as-
tostatit thneral director at the
Chaney Funeral Home for the
past ten years. He was deputy
sheriff from 1962 through 1966
during the term of Sheriff Joe
Campbell. In January 1971, he
was appointed Fulton County
dog warden.
Clark, also a native of Hick-
man, is presently serving as
a fieldworker supervisor with
the Mississippi River Eco-
nomic Opportunity Council. He
has been associated with the
council since 1968. He served
as chief deputy of Fulton County
from 1958 to 1968.
Ford Appoints Women To
District Campaign Posts
Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford,
Democratic Party candidate
for governor, announced today
that Mrs. Rita Morgan of
Leitchfield will serve as his
State Chairwoman.
Mrs. Morgan, a member of
the Democratic State Central
Executive Committee, served in
a similar capacity during his
1967 campaign for Lieutenant
Governor.
She is a former city coun-
cilwoman of Leitchfield and
oast president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs.
Mrs. Morgan additionally
will serve as 2nd Congressional
District Chairwoman.
Other chairwomen are. Mrs.
3. C. "Betty" Lowry, Murray,
1st District; Mrs. Ronald
"Marie" Abrams, Louisville,
3rd District and Jefferson'
!County; Mrs. Charles"Jackle"
Whalen, Florence, 4th Dis-
trict other than Jefferson Coun-
ty; Mrs. Hugh "Mary Nell"
Smith, Russell Springs, 5th
District; Mrs. William "Mar-
tha Lane" Collins, Versailles,




A city councilwoman of Mur-
ray, Mrs. Lowry formerly was
a member of the Council on
Public Higher Education. She is
also a past president of the Ken-
tucky Federation of Women's
Clubs.
MARIE ABRAMS
Mrs. Abrams is secretary of
-the Louisville chapter of the
National Council of Jewish Wo-




A member of the Board of
Directors of the Kentucky
Heart Association, Mrs.
Whalen is president of the Flor-
ence Woman's Club. She is also




Mrs. Smith is a member of
the Democratic State Central
Executive Committee. She is
vice-president of the Russell
County Development Associa-
tion and in 1969 was named
"Woman of the Year" by the
Business and Professional Wo-
men's Club of Russell County.
MARTHA LANE COLLINS
A teacher at Woodford County
Junior High School, she is also
a member of the Woodford
County Democratic Executive
Committee. She presently
serves as president of the
Woodford County Jaycettes.
NORMA HOGGE
Mrs. Hogge is alumni sponsor
of Chi Omega sorority at
Morehead State University and
has been active in Democratic
Party affairs in Rowan County
and throughout the state. She is
also a past president of the





race for Fulton County jailer
turned into a three-way contest
as Frank H. Mooney of Hick-
man filed as a candidate Thurs-
day, March 25. Josh McClure
had filed March 17 and Edward
Clark on March 24.
A native of Hickman, Mooney
will be making his second bid
for the office of jailer. He was
defeated in the 1970 Democra-
tic primary by Baker Minton,
who went on to win his third
term as jailer in the Novem-
ber election. Minton died March
13.
Mooney has spent approxi-
mately 20 years as a river-
boat cook. He is a member of
the American Legion, Moose,
Elks, Veterans of Foreign




Allen Bubba Brown, 28 year-
old Graves County native and
resident of Mayfield, filed today
in the Graves County Court
Clerk's Office as a candidate
for State Representative for
Graves County. He is seeking
public office for the first time.
Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. Brown of Mayfield, is
a real estate salesman for a
local realty firm here and is an
American Government in-
structor at Mayfield High
School. Brown also is an as-
sistant football coach and head
track coach at the high school.
A graduate of AbileneChrist-
fan College at Abilene, Texas,
Brown attended St. Mary's Uni-
versity School of Law for two
years at San Antonio, Texas.
A past adviser of Boy Scout
Explorer Post 31 of First
Christian Church in Mayfield,
Brown has been active for
several years in youth activities
in Graves County.
Brown and his wife, the for-
mer Betty Gayle Wilson, are
active members of 7th and Col-
lege Church of Christ in May-
field. They are the parents of
one son, Brian Brown, age two
years.
Brown said today, "As an
instructor of American Govern-
arlk, ad. as ,c.'ne.3vh0 4ats,ha
.oppM•tunity to study law,
sincerely believe that I am
qualified to represent the people
of Graves County in our state's
law making body at Frankfort."
The young candidate added,
"I am a Democrat and would
be true to the Democratic
Party as the Graves County
Representative. I am opposed
to any higher taxes or any new
taxes in Kentucky because I
believe we are taxed too much
at the present time. Also, we
are seeing too little of the tax
dollar being spent in western
Kentucky. I will explain my
position at a later time in more
detail."
Brown's opponents in the race
for State Representative are in-
cumbent Representative Lloyd
Clapp, who is seeking his fourth




Postmaster Joe Treas has
announced that forms are avail-
able at the Fulton Postoffice for
anyone who wishes to receive
no sexually oriented adver-
tising through the mail.
According to a law passed
by the 1970 Congress, Treas
said, postoffices will maintain
mailing lists of persons who
fill out a form stating that
they do not wish to receive
sexually oriented advertising.
If they still receive unwanted
materials 30 days after filling
out the form, Treas said, the
sender will be liable to a $5000
fine.
• ROUTE THREE Evelyn Dixon ResignsMrs. Aline Williams
Mrs. uenevia Foster had
neighbors and friends in her
home last Tuesday afternoon for
a Stanley party. Refreshments
were served and all enjoyed
visiting togehter.
I'm sorry I left Mrs. Eula
Rozelle's name out of the list
of folk we had visit us last week,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Williams spent last Sunday night
In Memphis with Mr. anti Mrs.
C, E Vickery, and went to the
Veterans Hospital, Monday to
have his eyes checked and found
they could not do anything more
for his eyes. They left Memphis
and drove to Paragould,
Arkansas, and visited with
Mrs. Lupie Haley and her
brother, Tom Lasswell there.
Tom's health is not good but
Lupie seemed to be doing fine.
We sure enjoyed seeing them
again. Tom Laswell's birthday
is April 7. I'm sure he would
enjoy cards from old friends.
His address is 409 Herren St.,
Parugould, Arkansas. He will
be 79 years old.
The Mississippi River was
really up higher than any time
we ever crossed it. I person-
nally do not care to cross it
but it is such a long way around,
we always cross on the ferry.
We enjoyed our dinner at the
Reelfoot Lake coming back.
Mrs. Sarah Hibbs of Ber-
mingham, Michigan, was
brought to the Hornbeak Funeral
Home in Fulton, Tuesday night
and was there until it was
moved to Bayou de Chien Church
for the funeral Thursday morn-
ing and she was layed to rest
in the Camp Beauregard Ceme-
tery. Our sympathy goes to
those left to mourn her passing.
She was living with her son,
Silas Hibbs when she had a
heart attack on Sunday, and
was rushed to the hospital where
she passed away on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Thornbro
of Detroit, Mich., visited Mr.
and Mrs. Claud McNeil near
Water Valley last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil-
liams visited Mr. and Mrs.
Claud McNeil Thursday.
Anyone interested in buying
Carnival Glass, call 472-3502.
Have wedding bowl with top,
candy dish with top, pitcher and
fruit bowl.
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Pete Winstead Saturday even-
ing were Mr. and Mrs. Revel
Moody, Elder Danny Parker,
Elder Huston Patrick, Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Williams and
Rules Lowery, all enjoyed a
good supper and visiting to-
gether.
Hermon Potts has been a
patient in the hospital in Mem-
phis the past week. ,We wisk
for him a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cannon
and boys of Memphis spent the
weekend with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Cannon.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Braun
and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil-
liams visited Mr. and Mrs. El-
mer Cannon Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Stella Jones and Mrs.
Effie Croft returned Mrs. Essie
Davies to her home in Mem-
phis Tuesday after she had spent
a few days visiting them.
Mrs. Cloy Yates spent a few
days in the hospital last week
but is home now some improved.
Parker Wins
Trap Shoot
James Parker won the
championship Sunday, March 28
at the trap shoot sponsored by
Fulton County FFA, west of
Hickman on highway 94.
Winners of hams were Bobby
Sublette, Jim White (3 hams),
Joe Parker, James Parker,
Larry Lewis (3), Charles Mikel
(2), Jerry Morrow, Pat Lattus
and Mrs. Judy Todd (2). Mrs.
Todd won in 2 ladies' rounds.
Cayce will be the scene for
another shoot Sunday, April 4,
beginning promptly at 1:30. A
championship trophy will be
given, according to Randy
Adams and Dennis Tucker, Co-
C hairmen.
Hello World
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Eldred
Dervage of Fulton, Kentucky,
a son at 3:45 a.m., March 28,
He weighed A oounds.
As Festival Secretary
The Board of Directors of
the International Banana Fes-
tival met in called session,
4:30 p.m. March 30th, 1971,
with the following members
present: W. P. Burnette, Bill
Harrison, Mary N. Wright,
Mildren Freeman, Bruce Wil-
son, Lorene Harding, Sara Bus-
hart, Pete Green, W. D. Powers,
Waid Green, Avon French,
George Brock, Mrs. H. C.
Sams, Lynette Allen, Tommy
Perry, Dorothy Jackson, Nel-
son Tripp and the secretary,
Evelyn Dixon.
The meeting was called to
order by W. P. Burnette, presi-
dent. Final plans were made for
the Barbara Mandrell show to
be held on Saturday night April
3rd. Committee reports were
heard and additional commit-
tees appointed to handle ticket
sales on Saturday, sales at
the door on Saturday night and
persons to take up tickets on
entry. Plans were set in motion
to open the Caboose on Lake
Street from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. Saturday to sell tickets.
Burnette called for dis-
cussion on whether or not to
publish a Souvenir Booklet again
this year. Following dis-
cussion, Mrs. Bushart suggest-
ed that a committee be appoint-
ed to work up plans for the
booklet and these plans be sub-
mitted for bids. Bruce Wilson
made motion to publish another
booklet and that plans be started
immediately. The second was
made by Avon French. The mo-
tion passed by unanimous vote.
Pete Green was appointed
Chairman of a Committee in
charge of the selling of book-
lets.
Mrs. Sams reported that The
Legion Auxilary was interes-
ted in making up a Banana
Recelpe Book to be sold for
the Festival. The Board voted
in favor of this and ask that
Mrs. Sams proceed with the
necessary arrangements.
Burnette reported that no
word has yet been received
from The Kentucky Arts Com-
mission regarding our planned
big name talent program
scheduled for Friday night Aug-
ust 13.
The tenative plans for a
one day 18 hole Golf Tourna-
ment to be held during the
1971 Banana Festival were dis-
cussed. There was no action
taken on this. Burnette ask
that a special meeting be
called for further discussion
and planning for a Banana Tour-
nament of Champions, and stat-
ed a Committee would be ap-
pointed to work with Lynn New-
ton, Fulton Country Club Pro.
Ralph Puckett, Chairman
of the Festival Country West-
ern program scheduled for
Saturday night August 14, gave
a brief report on the different
contacts made to acquire a
performer for this program.
Burnette reported the ap-
pointment of Tommy Perry,
Jaycee as an Advisor to the
Board, replacing Ron Laird who
is being transferred from Ful-
ton. Burnette stated the Jaycees
will appoint another member as
their representative.
Mrs. Evelyn Dixon, Executive
Secretary to The Banana Fes-
tival for the past three years
submitted her resignation ef-
fective as of April 3rd.
The meeting adjourned to
hear a report from a profes-
sional promoter from Bumpus,
Illinois. Mr. Gould showed films
of some of the activities this
company stages for Festival,
and other community activities.
There being no further
business the meeting adjourned
to be called into session again
on Monday, April 5th, 4.30p.m.
Symphonic Band To Hold
Clinic - Concert At Murray
The Symphonic Band of Rich
East High School, Park Forest,
III., will present a clinic-con-
cert at Murray State Univer-
sity April 7 during a stop on its
biennial tour.
Scheduled for 11 a.m. in the
recital hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building on the
campus, the informal program
w111 include a demonstration of
rehearsal procedures and an
invitation for music students
from Murray State to conduct
the band.
Directed by Watkin P. Jones,
a 1942 graduate of Murray State,
the band will include classical,
light musical, jazz, marches
and the traditional opening and
closing selections among its
numbers at Murray State.
During its swing through
West Kentucky, the band is
also scheduled for a formal
concert at Lake Barkely State
Resort Park.
Touring every other year, the
heed has played for high
schools, colleges, universities
and veterans hospitals in five
states -- Illinois, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Ohio and Michi-
gan. Money to support the tours
is raised entirely by students.
The band gives more than
50 performances during the
year, ranging from marching
band shows during the football
season to several formal con-
certs.
Jones, who earned the mas-
ter's degree at the University
of Illinois and did additional
graduate work at Oberlin Con-
servatory of Ohio, is one of the
originators of "Campus
Lights," the traditional mus-
ical held each year at Murray
State.
He was a charter member
of the Gamma Delta chapter
of Phi Mu Alpha, captain of
the varsity cheerleaders, and
field marshall of the marching
Murray Thoroughbreds.
Jones also played with the Le-
Roy Offerman and Billy Shelton
dance bands during his college
days.
He was a trumpet player and
drum major for the Air Force
Band at Maxwell Field, Ala.,
during his years of military
service from 1941 to 1945.
Jones has been director of
bands at Rich East since 1959.
He has also taught at Amherst,
Ohio, and Monticello, Ill.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in Fulton's Hospitals the week
of April 1.
HILL VIEW
Norma Amberg, Charles Ed-
dington, Hickman; J. P. Little,
Jr., Geneva Wright, Patti
Forest, Sandra Brockwell, Ful-
ton, Joni Lee Adams, Mildred
Cloys, Mr. and Mrs. Herb Gris-
som, Otis Panel, South Fulton;
Mary Stroud, Michael Far-
mer, Dorothy Prince, Jeanette
Yarzob, Clinton; Martha Wal-
lace, Water Valley; William
Pearce, Wing°, Thomas Mc-
Clain, Palmersville, Ruby Mc-
Daniel, Union City.
FULTON
Arthur Barber, Ina Hicks,
Jim Lafoon, Minnie Moss, Cor-
della Rhodes, Water Valley;
Ludella Cruce, Dukedom, Mar-
vin Elliott, Claudie Pillow, Ned
Pillow, Wingo; Catherine Hol-
man, Georgia Bryd, Lucy Joe
Taylor, Crutchfield; L. P. Mc-
Neil, Carteret, N.J.; Danny
Myers, Walton Smith, Minnie
Armbruster, Clinton;
Nannie Trusty, Hickman;
John Cruce, Lucille Crumble,
Cecil Easley, Ada Finch, Bar-
bara Gilbert, Lucille Johnson,
Elmer McNatt, South Fulton,
Wales Austin, Mrs. Linnie
Clark, J. W. Coleman, Virginia
Colley, Ed Engel, Howard
Etherton, Carnell Johnson, Net-
tie R. Miller, Elizabeth Reams,
Horace Reams, David Robey,
Myrtle Temple, Gussie Vinson,
Walter Voepel, Bennett Whe-
eler, Debbie Gargus, Lois
Hawes, Fulton.
Generation Gap Not Wide, Survey Showfi
Where schools are con-
cerned, the so-called "gener-
ation gap" between students and
their elders is not always so
wide as both sides think, ac-
cording to a recent survey made
by Fulton High School.
FHS students, their parents
and teachers, and graduates
over the last three years were
asked their opinions on every-
thing from policy making and
school discipline to "relevant"
and "useful" subject matter.
Questionnaires were returned
by 14 faculty members, 188 stu-
dents, 118 parents, and 30
former students who have grad-
uated within the last three
years.
While parents and teachers
.tended to take a stand against
"student power"--student par-
ticipation in making rules, de-
ciding on discipline, and de-
termining grades--the recent
graduates agreed with students
in favoring more such respon-
sibility for students.
On the other hand, a majority
of teachers, students and grad-
uates favor student partici-
pation in deciding curriculm.
And parents join them in
agreeing that certain topics
should be discussed in class:
folk and rock music, under-
ground films and papers, sex
and hygiene, dress and hair
styles, and drugs.
To the question "How should
unruly students be handled?"
a majority of parents and
teachers checked the answer
"crack down." But at the same
time, a majority of parents and
teachers, as well as students
and graduates, also said, "try
to understand them." The ma-
jority agreed that discipline at
FHS is fair.
A majority of all four groups
agreed in rating teachers and
the principal "good to excel-
lent," and in saying that teach-
ers are genuinely interested in
helping students learn.
Parents' and teachersques-
tionnaires also asked if stu-
dents should do more fieldwork
outside of school, and be given
more independence in study and
leadership roles. The majority
agreed on both points, but dis-
agreed on others. Teachers felt
that homework requiring mem-
orization is not useful, that
students are justified in feel-
ing they are given too much
drudgery, and that maintain-
ing discipline is not more im-
portant than student self-in-
quiry. Parents disagreed with
teachers on those three points.
A separate questionnaire
gtven to students and alumni
dealt with the subjects taught
at Fulton High. The response
Indicates that English, math,
history, and foreign languages
are the courses which causes
students the most problems.
'Most useful" subjects, ac-
cording to the alumni, were
English, creative writing, and
math. Students voted for
English, home ec., and math.
Both also rated English the
"most important" subject. But
they also called it the "most
boring" and listed it among the
courses "most in need of change
in quality."
Foreign languages rated high
as "least useful" and "moat
Irrelevant" subjects. Both stu-
dents and alumni listed math as
"most in need of change to be
"most difficult" and history as
"most in need of change to be
more relevant."
Fulton High Principal Bobby
Snider said the survey will be
included in a report on school-
community relationships, to be
examined next week by the
Southern Association of Sec-
ondary Schools and Colleges. He
said the Association re-eval-
uates its member schools every
ten years, and on April 4 an
examining team will come to
Fulton for a three-day eval-
uation of the high school's br-
atty, library, curriculum, com-
munity relationships, and other
factors.
P-4 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, April 1,1971
Vocational Course Al Newbem
Draws Largest Enrollment Ever
A ten-week course in the
study of the National Electrical
Code and Tennessee Regulation
15 was recently completed at
the area vocational school in
Newbern with 99 qualifying to
receive a certificate.
According to Wallace Sexton,
assistant director for the
school, this was by far the
largest enrollment in any one
class since the opening of the
school in 1965. Student interest
and participation was excellent
for the entire ten weeks.
The course was conducted by
Jack Parnell and Floyd Roberts,
both members of the power use
department of the Gibson Elec-
tric Cooperative, and James
Gabel, deputy electrical in-
spector, Department of In-
surance and Banking.
Class members consisting of
electricians, electrical con-
tractors, and new-comers to
the wiring profession were
briefed on electrical terms and
their application to wiring in
general, and the importance of
inspection and the need for the
National Electrical Code to set
minimum standards for wiring.
Materials were presented
to assist class members in ac-
quiring a better knowledge of
basic electricity, residential
and commercial wiring, motor
circuits, wire tables, methods
of figuring voltage drop, sizing
wire and conduit for various
electrical loads, and diversity
factors.
John R. Ferguson and Billy
L. Grooms of South Fulton are
among those who attended eight
out of ten 3-hour sessions re-
quired to receive a certificate
KENTUCKY WINDAGE--
(Continued From Page One)
the new "unleaded gas" pump at a nearby
station, congratulating myself on such a
short trip.
The friend at the station eyed me, my
car, and the gas can. 'What do you want with
this stuff", he asked. "Are you gonna burn it
in your car"?
"Nope", says I, "we need it at the shop
for cleaning ink off of type".
"Well, that's all right", he replied; "just
don't put in your car, it'll make your motor
sound like its coming to pieces".
I admitted that I hadn't tried any, but I
expressed surprise at his statement, especial-
ly since I had read that all cars were suppos-
ed to begin using unleaded gas in the near
future.
"Don't you believe it", says he. "I sold
a guy some the other evening and he came
back in about an hour and cussed me out.
The octane rating on this stuff is so low that
our company is keeping it quiet; they are
ashamed to tell it."
Such people as this are obviously no
friends of the printing industry.
My thanks to a friend from Hickman,
Who sent the following clipping for "addi-
tion to my musicak,vocatlAgcy' • ", 601
Although not many people know it,
Alexander The Great was responsible for
the first wrist watch.
The inaccuracy or awkwardness of
timepieces then was a handicap in planning,
so Alexander ordered his alchemists to pro-
duce a timepiece that was both accurate and
portable.
A special solution was concocted that
caused strips of cloth to change in color
every hour once the rags were dipped in it.
These rags wete then tied to the wrists of his
officers. These early wrist watchers were
called, of course, "Alexander's rag time
bands."
GOSS PLIDGES
Jim Goes of Fulton ha been
accepted as a Osage o. PM
Mu Alpha men's music frater-
nity at Murray State Univer-
sity. Son of Gordon Goes of 109
W. let, Jim is a sophomore
music major at Murray State.
WEATHER REPORT
(From current readings and
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LOUISVILLE -- Richard O'-
Connell, President of The Ken-
tucky Chapter of The Arthritis
Foundation today announced the
appointment of Mrs. Michael
Jeffress, Fulton, as Memorial
Gifts Chairman Tor Fulton
County.
Mrs. Jeffress said The Arth-
ritis Foundation gratefully ac-
cepts memorial gifts by mail
at 203 West Highland Drive,
Fulton or telephone 472-2988.
Immediate acknowledgement
will be made, she said.
"Arthritis affects 250,000
Kentuckians," Mrs. Jeffress
said, "and is the nation's num-
ber we chronic disease pro-
blem." "You can help provide
care today 'S

































































































































































































































































George C. Cloys M. E. (Red) Garrison
George C. Cloys, prominent M. E. (Red) Garrison, 64,
church and civic leader who former Fulton County sheriff,
for 10 years served as city died Saturday, March 27, at
attorney for Union City, died his home in Hickman. He was
at his Jordan highway home a former Fulton resident.
about 5 a.m. Wednesday, March Services were held at 3 p.m.
N. He was 58. Monday, March 29, at Chaney
Mr. Cloys, who had enjoyed Funeral Home.
apparent good health since suf- Survivors include his wife,
hiring a heart attack nine Mrs. Josephine Garrison two
years ago, had remained up sons, Joe Ed Garrison and
late with his family Tuesday Tommy Garrison, both of Hick-
night, man; two daughters, Mrs. Ruth
Services were conducted Ann Cagle and Mrs. Carrolene
Thursday morning at 11 at Riley, both of Hickman; a bro-
St. James Episcopal Church ther, T. H. Garrison of Hick-
with the Rev. Barclay Wilson man; and two sisters, Mrs.
officiating. Burial was in East Moena Bone of Union City, Ten-
View Cemetery. nessee, and Mrs. Mozelle Wig-
The family requested that gam of Fort Pierce, Florida.
memorials be made in the Pallbearers were Billy T.
form of donations to St. James Garrison, Bobby Lee Garrison,
Church. Harold Garrison, Dalton Bone,
A prominent attorney, Mr. Adrian Bone and Charles Wig-
Cloys served two terms in the gam.
House of the State Legislature
and was past president of the Hrs. Campbell
Jaycees and the Rotary Club.
For years he had served in Services for Mrs. Virginia
the various offices of St.James Hastings Campbell, wife of
Church and had been an active Chester Campbell of Water Val-
Lay Reader and a member of ley, were held at 2 p.m. Mon-
the choir, day, March 29, at the Horn-
Mr. Cloys served as chair- beak Funeral Home Chapel, with
man of the Obion County Elec- Rev. Fred Jones officiating.
tion Commission for a number Interment was in Walnut Grove
of years, resigning from this cemetery.
position in October. Pallbearers were: Guy
He was born May 11, 1912, Payne, Jim Satterfield, Jonah
in Union City, son of the late Bennett, Carmi Page, Dick
Clarence and Ella Gale Long Childers and Ewing Wilson.
Cloys. He was educated in the Mrs. Campbell died at 4:15
Union City school system and a.m. Saturday, March 27, at
was graduated in 1933 from the Fulton Hospital following an
extended illness.Vanderbilt University where he
Born April 1, 1913 in Obionwas a member of the Alpha
County, Tennessee, she wasTau Omega social fraternity.
Returning home he went the daughter of the late Lizzie
Elmore and Thomas Sidneyinto the grocery business with
his father, where Counce Gro- Hastings.
cery is now. She was a member of the
He later returned to school Water Valley Baptist 
Church
and was graduated from t and the Water 
Valley OES.he
Nashville Law School in 1939. Survivors include her hus-
While attending school, he be- band; a step-son, Wayne Camp-
came director of the Unem- bell of Lincoln Park, Mich.;
a brother, Thomas Hall Hest-ployment Compensation Divis-
ion of the State Department ings of 
Ypsilanti, Mich., and
of Labor, a sister, 
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
He and his wife, the former Hack of Orlando, 
Florida.
Miss Sarah Hamilton of Nash-
ville whom he married in 1935,
moved back to Union City about
1940 and a year later Mr.
Cloys entered the army and
served as an anti-aircraft cap-
tain in Panama. He was dis-
charged in 1945 and returned
to Union City to practice law.
Mr. Cloys served as the
West Tennessee campaign man-
ager for Albert Gore when Mr.
Gore made his first race for
the Senate.
He was a permanent member
of the Judicial Conference, ap-
pointed from the Sixth -Dts-
trict Court of Appeals, had
served as vice-president of the
Tennessee Bar Association and
was a member of the Board
of Governors of the state
group for six years.
Aside from his wife, Mr.
Cloys is survived by two daugh-
ters, Miss Theresa Gale Cloys,
a senior at Dillon City High
School, and Mrs. W. B, Dun-
lap, Jr. of Memphis and a sis-
ter, Mrs. William Garland
Morehead of Munster, Ind.
Pallbearers were Thomas
Cowden, Bedford Dunavant,
James L. Rippy, Sr., Edmund
S. Critchlow, James Carl Ham-
mond, David Critchlow, Al
Strayhorn, Paul Cloys and
Aaron Prather.
Honorary pallbearers were
Fenner Heathcock, Dr. Dan
Gary, Milton Alexander, Jack
Strub, Judge T. W. Jones,
Claude Anderson, Jack Bur-
chard, John Green, Dr. J.
Kelley Avery, Dr. Byron Gar-
ner, Mayor Charles Adams,
City Manager David Frizzell,
Phillip White, Kalu Nchege,
Dan Smith and Dick Maxey.
Herbert Earl Hefley
Herbert Earl Hefley of Wood-
land Mills, accountant and vet-
eran of World War I, died Sat-
urday afternoon, March 27, in
Baptist Memorial Hospital in
Memphis. He was 75.
Services were scheduled for
4 p.m. Monday, March 29,
in the White-Ranson Funeral
Home Memorial Chapel. The
Rev. Garry Hardin, pastor of
the Woodland Mills Baptist
Church officiated with burial
following in Mon County
Memorial Gardens.
Pallbearers were Dick Park,
John Hudson, Wilson McCollum,
Tom Leans, Ray Terrell and
Oden FoWler.
Born September 15, 1895 in
Obion County, Mr. Halley was
the son of the late John A,
Hefley, a former Obion County
Judge, and the late Mrs. Lou
Odom Relay. He was a mem-
ber of thsi American Legion and
the First United Methodist
Church. He and his wife, Mrs.
Pauline Rives Hefley, were
married in 1920.
Besides his wife, he leaves
a son, Bill Hefley of Fulton,
and four grandsons. A grand-
daughter, Laura Hefley, died
February 1, 1969.
Mrs. Emma S. Roll
Mrs. Emma Gunter Hall of
Elbridge, Tennessee, died
Tuesday, March 303, at the °blot
County Hospital in Union City.
She was the mother of George
Gunter, who lives near Fulton
on Highway 30/.
Funeral services were
Wednesday, March 31, at New-
barn, Tennessee.
Mrs. Williams
Mrs. Jewel Sparks Williams,
wibi of Reginald Williams,
Wingo, -Route 2, cited at 3:30
p. in. Thursday, Marcia 25, at
the Community Hospital in
Mayfield after a short illness.
She sue 70.
The daughter of the late Leo
and Anna Carr Sparks, she
was born October 20, 1900, in
Graves County.
Besides her husband, she
leaves a son, Glynn Williams,-
Wing°, 2, 4 .gxlasidehild and
sevenf nieces and nephews.
She was a member of Pilot
Oak Church of Christ, where
funeral services were held Sat-
urday, March 27, at 0 p. m.
with Brother James Shockley
and Brother William Hardison
officiating. Interment by Jack-
son Funeral Home of Dukedom
was in the Cuba cemetery.
Mrs. Tennie Jamison
Mrs. Tennie Jamison, widow
of J. L. Jamison and former
resident of Fulton, died Mon-
day, March 29, at the Milan
Hospital in Milan, Tenn. She
was 91 years old. Her husband
preceded her in death in 1955.
Survivors include two sons,
H. L. Jamison and Lo Jamison
of Fulton and a daughter, Mrs.
Nona Evans of Paducah, and
a brother, Russell Crocker,
McKenzie, Tennessee.
Three granddaughters, one
grandson, three great grand-
children and one great-great
grandchild also survive.
Services were at 2 p.m.
Wednesday, March 31, at Mt.
Pisgah Baptist Church in Gib-
son County where she had been
a member for 75 years.
Mrs. Liii-abe Myatt
Mrs. Lena Mae Myatt, 65,
Clinton, Route 4, died Monday,
March 22, at 5 p.m. at the
Clinton-Hickman County Hos-
pital.
She is survived by three sons,
James Myatt of Fulton, Route 1,
Paul Myatt and Harold Myatt,
both of Clinton, Route 4; four
daughters, Mrs. Gladys Allcock
of Plymouth, Mich., Mrs. Jane
Cooper of Union City, Tenn.,
Mrs'. Vella Gilliland of Jack-
sonville, Fla., Mrs. Janet Mor-
gan of Sharon, Tenn.; one
brother, Eugene Bragg of Mem-
phis, Tenn., 16 grcndchildren
and four great-grandchildren.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Myatt were held Thursday at
2 p.m. at the Moscow Baptist
Church with the Rev. Charles
Wiley and the Rev. Tommy
Grubbs officiating.
Burial was in the Oakwood
Cemetery.
Hrs. Lorine Harris
Mrs. Lnrine Harris, en, widow
Of Joe Hharr,Martin Route 3,
died Tuesday. March 23, at
Voltmteer General Hospital at
Martin.
Services were held at 2 p. m.,
March 315,, at 1141Corme1 Bap-
tist Chunit,w hibminent in
East Side CaMetery at Martin
Don httwPbY Funeral Rome of
Muth% had ober* of the rr-
ranesments.
&rvivers include two sons.
Milburn Barris and Joe lihrris,
Jr., Martin, Route 3.
Mrs. Bessie Campbell
Mrs. Bessie Johnson Camp-
bell, 84, died Thursday, March
25 in the Fulton Hospital.
Born July 9, 1886, in Fulton
County, she was the daughter
of the late George W. and Fan-
nie Mangrum Johnson. Her hus-
band, A. G. Campbell, preceded
her in death in 1954.
A lifelong resident of Cayce,
Mrs. Campbell was a member
of the Cayce Methodist Church
and the Women's Society of
Christian Service.
Survivors include three sons:
Joe Campbell of Cayce, Billy
Campbell of Paducah, and
Howard Campbell of Hender-
son; three brothers: Ben John-
son, Hubert Johnson, and
Oral Johnson, all of Los
Angeles; and seven grand-
children.
Services were held Saturday,
March 27 at 2 p.m. in Cayce
Methodist Church, with the Rev.
John R. Britt officiating. In-
terment was in Ebenezer Ceme-
tery.
Mrs. Genie Turner
Mrs. Genie Turner, former
resident of Dukedom, died at
4.40 p.m. Thursday, March 25,
at Tucker's Rest Home in May-
field after an extended illness.
Mrs. Turner, widow of Wal-
ter Turner, had resided at
Palmersville over 50 years.
Prior to going to Mayfield rest
home she had resided with her
foster son, Huel Wright of Duke-
dom.
Funeral services were Sun-
day at 2 p.m. at Jackson Fun-
eral Chapel with James
Shockley officiating. Burial was
in Fairview Cemetery.
Mrs. Turner was a member
of Zion Hill Church of Christ.
Besides her foster son, she
is survived by two grandsons,
Bill and Larry Wright; a bro-
ther, Sam Brooks, and a sister,
Mrs. Brown McPherson, both
of Graves County, and several
nieces and nephews.
Hornbeak Funeral Home was
in charge of arrangements.
Flays E. Fuller Church of Christ
Floys E. Fuller, 76-year-
old retired farmer of the
Lynnville Community, died at
his home, Sedalia, Route 3, at
9.30 p.m. Sunday, March 28,
following an extended illness.
Born in Graves County, Ken-
tucky, May 18, 1894, he was
the son of the late Miles 0.
and Dora Bowlin Fuller.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Genorah Fuller, a son,
Sylvester Fuller, Sedalia, Route
2 and a daughter, Mrs, W. L.
McBee of Mayfield. Three
grandchildren and two great-
grandchildren also survive.
Services were held at 2
p.m. Tuesday, March 30, at
Jackson Funeral Home Chapel
at Dukedom, with Brother Jerry
Fitch officiating. Interment was
in Rhodes Cemetery, near
Lynnville.
Amelia Earhart was the first
woman to receive the Dis-
tinguished Flying CTOSS.
Sets Gospel Meet
Gospel meeting at Smith
Street Church of Christ April
7-9, with Brother Kenneth
Hoover of Benton, Ky., former
minister of the Smith Street
Church of Christ as the guest
speaker. Services each even-
ing at 7 p.m. Brother Moulton
Gambill will direct the con-
gregational singing. Thursday
night, April 8 is designated as
youth night. All the youth of
the community are invited to
attend.
ENVIRONMENT
The Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce announced that on
April 7. the second day of the
Annual Congress of Kentucky
Business and also the second
day cf the Silver Anniveriury
Meeting of the Kentucky Cham-
ber, a full-fledged seminar on
enviromental problems will be
cinducted id Stouffer's Louis-
Inn.




College Students for Combs-
Carroll will stage a "Bumper
Sticker Day" Saturday, April 3
in college communities across
the state.
Bob Bauer, Coordinator of
Campus Activities for the
Combs-Carroll campaign, said
students would be working: in
major shopping areas and ',eV
ask drivers if they may place
a bumper sticker on the CO."
Bauer said he expected sev-
eral hundred students to
participate in the program:He
said campus groups in 42 coin -
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J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
HICKMAN, KENTUCKY
St. Paul's Episcopal Moth in Hickman was founded in 1943
by the Rev. Nathaniel Newlin C,owgill, the pioneer Episcopal priest
of Western Kentucky. The Rev. Mr. Cowgill, one-time Quaker, was
ordained to the priesthood in Danville, Ky., and came west to found
not only St. Paul's, bue Trinity Church in Fulton and Grace Church
In Paducah.
St. Paul's presently occupies a building erected in 1900, it's
third home. In its 123rd year on ministering to the people of Rick-
man, St. Paul's offers a full schedule of worship services, end
an active Women's Auxiliary, as well as the eponsorehip of
REV. JAMES WILKINSON
Pastor
ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH (Gardner's Studio)
Cub Pack 48 and Explorer Poet 48. The worship services reflect
the rich liturgical tradition of the Episcopal Church, as well as a
deep biblical commitment. The congregation warmly welcomes nE
who come to worship and to share the ministry of Jesus Christ to
the community.
Schedule:
11:15 a. m.  Worship Service Each Sunday
Holy Communion every first Sunday.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.
Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee
M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Read 472-9060
E. W. James and Sons
SUPERMARKETS
Hickman South Fulton Union City
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street 472-1362




Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. 236-245S
Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.







Turner's Pure Milk Ce-
At the Store-or at your doer
Fulton, Ky. 4724311
Henry L Siegel Company, Inn.
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work
Henry Edwards Trucking Co,
Mall422
Clinton, Ky. 03-2771
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Historic Letters Of Halcyon Days At Cayce Worth Reading
(Ed's Note: In this issue, F.
R. Naylor, a former resident
of Hickman who now lives in
Dallas, Texas, continues his
reminiscences of life in Cay-
ce around the turn of the can-
His comments are taken from
letters that he wrote to Mrs.
J. W. Ammons of Cayce. The
first installment of this series
was carried in last week's
News.)
In the fall of 1904 1 entered
Hickman School, graduated
there in June 1906, entered
Ky. State College (Now Uni-
versity of Ky.) in September,
1906 and finished there in 1911
with Civil Engineering degree.
In 1906 I went to Lexington
with Frank Wall and roomed
with him the following school
year. Frank was a good stu-
dent, very bright and did well
in College. When I finished
school in 1911, (came to Louis-
iana and started work fora rail-
road. With the exception of
rather short periods of time
spent on the construction of
the Panama canal, service with
the Corps of Engineers on the
upper Mississippi River and
service In the army during
World War I, my time has
been spent in engineering work
on the T& P Railroad from which
I retired in December, 1960.
I was seldom in Hickman
or Kentucky during all those
years, after 1911, so failed to
keep in touch with my relatives
there and know practically noth-
ing of what transpired.
As I understand it, you are
interested in farm life near
Cayce in the late 1890's and
early 1900's, the period during
which I lived there. Farm life,
in that particular period, was
not too easy nor was it a strug-
gle. Farmers didn't have too
much, especially money, but
they managed to make a com-
fortable living for their families
and it was quite satisfying.
Crops grown in the area at
that time were altogether dif-
ferent from the present. Most
farmers cultivated wheat and
tobacco, (the money crops), with
corn and peas, used principally
as feed for stock. Clover was
sown and grown for a supply
of hay. Farmers who raised
hogs, often planted peas in
the rows between corn after
"laying by" the corn, then in
the fall turned the corn and
pea crop over to the hogs to
avoid gathering the corn.
Tobacco was a year round
crop, that is, from the time the
tobacco seed were sown in the
plant bed until the crop was sold,
usually consumed a full year.
When there was no further
MRS. MILLER-
(Cont. from page 1)
ministrators. To receive a
license, an administrator must
pass an examination given by
the Health Department. The li-
cense is renewable every two
years, but the applicant must
qualify each time by attending
80 hours of courses in nurs-
ing home administration. Mrs.
Miller's husband accompanies
her to the seminars and work-
shops which she attends to earn
her credits.
Mrs. Miller is a member of
the American College of Nurs-
ing Home Administrators, and
the Western Kentucky District
of the Kentucky Nursing Home
Association. She also repre-
sents the association on atech-
nical advisory committee with
the State Health Department.
But degrees and committee
appointments do not reveal as
much about Mrs. Miller's de-
votion to her work as she her-
self reveals in discussing her
patients at Haws.
"The worst thing you can
do is fail to recognize them as
Individuals. There are some
places that treat people like
numbers," she said.
"In America we tend to
think of people who are pro-
ducing. Everyone needs to
be needed and when they feel
they are a burden to their
family, and their friends, and
society, it's no wonder they
want to turn their face to the
wall."
Mrs. Miller speaks warmly
of her staff, saying "I love
'em, they're just great. Our
turnover is very low. Many of
the nurses and aides have been
here for years."
Mrs. Miller's family shares
her involvement with the nurs-
ing home. She has four daugh-
ters; Meredith, 19; Allyson, 17;
Sloan, 12; and, Paige, 16; and
one son, Scott, 9. • The two
oldest girls have worked
summers in Haws as aides,
and "Scott is fascinated with
)he new home," according to his
• mother.
The Millers are building a
new Haws Nursing Home next
to the Holiday Inn and hope to
open it in May. It will have 60
beds, compared to the present
home's 36, and will have more
services. A barber shop,
chapel, large dining room and
physical therapy room will be
included. The present nursing
home will be closed once the
new facility is completed.
THANKSCARD O 
I would like to express my
thanks and appreciation to our
friends for the cards, calls.
visits and flowers. and every
act af kindness shown me in
my recent illness, May God
bless all of you.
Mee, H I. Itriavii
danger of frost the tobacco
plants were transplanted Into
rows in the area where it was
to grow. Then began the process
of hoeing, worming, suckering,
etc., that continued until the
stalks had matured. The stalk
was then cut near the ground,
turned upside down to expose
the backs of the leaves to the
sun and after it had wilted,
was hauled to the barn, placed
on sticks in the upper portion
of the barn, with the leaves
down, where the curing was con-
tinued by firing under it.
The danger was that In the
firing process the barn some-
times caught fire and all was
lost.
The next step, after it was
cured, was to watt until the
leaves were slightly moist, take
it down, strip the leaves from
the stalk and tie them in bundles,
after which it was ready to be
hauled to market.
Wheat was much easier to
grow. It was usually planted in
the fall and used as a pasture
during the winter. When spring
arrived, pasturing was stopped
and the wheat grew to maturity.
It was then cut by what we
called binders, which cut the
wheat about six inches above
the ground level, tied it in
bundles and pitched it out on
the ground to be placed in shocks
by men who were following the
binder. It was then ready for
threshing.
I recall one year when the
wheat crop was very light and
the harvesting relatively easy,
my father said that he would
operate the binder alone and
that I, with another negro boy
who worked on the farm, could
do the shocking. We did it
easily, having plenty of time
to chase young rabbits who
were usually found in wheat
fields at that time.
Then came the threshing
period. Threshing outfits were
operated by SA&GW Johnson,
Uncle Hiram Edmiston, Uncle
Jack Oliver and others at
that time. They moved from
farm to farm until all wheat
was threshed. I was large
enough and was furnished a
wagon and team by , my father
and being with a thresher
group was an event in my life.
Each outfit had a "cook wagon"
to feed the thresher crew. These
cook wagons carried a wood
fired cook stove, also supplies
for cooking all meals. The sides
of the cook house were hinged
and when the house was in its
proper place the sides were
lowered to form tables where
the men stood and ate, the
whites on one side and Ne-
groes on the other.
I, with my team and wagon,
was usually given the Job of
"flunky" and my duties con-
sisted of moving the cook wag-
on, hauling supplies, hauling
water to the threshing ma-
chines, etc. I was never hap-
pier than when working as
flunky with Alner Campbell as
cook. He was an excellent cook
and greatly in demand. He cook-
ed fine meals and all the work-
ers were happy to have him as
their.cook.
I recall an amusing incident
that happened before I was large
enough to follow a thresher.
One outfit started their thresh-
ing season at my Uncle Johnny
Milner's farm. They had a
Negro cook from Fulton who was
new to them and anxious to make
a good start. He had a large
pot of navy beans cooking but
forgot to watch them closely
enough. Suddenly he realized
that something was burning and
sure enough it was the navy
beans. He solved the problem
by grabbing a shovel, digging
a deep hole and pouring the
beans in it, covering them with
dirt. I don't recall what he
substituted for dinner that day.
Usually, with the older
threshing outfits, the grains
of wheat from the thresher were
caught in half bushel circular
wooden tubs, placed on a turn-
table. When a tub was filled,
the turntable moved, directing
the flow of wheat into the nest
tub while the filled one was
poured into a two-bushel bag.
As a well filled tub was rather
heavy, the worker operating
the turntable and emptying the
tubs, would often move before
the tub was filled to capacity
and, as a result, the two bushel
bags often contained less than
two bushels. ,
The farmer paid the thresh-
ing outfit operator by counting
the number of bags filled, but
when he took it to market,
where the wheat was sold by
weight, he discovered that he
had been swindled by the tub
emptier. He didn't have as
many bushels as had been
computed by counting the bags.
Many loads of wheat were
hauled to Cayce where, SA&GW
Johnson and Naylor Mercantile
Co. were agents for purchasers.
It was weighed on wagon scales,
one set of scales at the west
side of Naylor Merc. Co. and
the other about half way be-
tween that point and the rail-
road depot. The wagons were
then driven alongside freight
cars and the wheat unloaded
into those cars. When a car
was loaded it was billed to
the purchaser, one of whom
was the Dancke Milling Com-
pany at Union City.
A farmer usually retained
enough wheat to use for plant-
ing the next crop and to pro-
vide a year's supply of flour
for his family.
(Continued next week)
A Cayce landmark in the early 1900's was this giant building, which housed the Naylor 
Mercantile Company of Len and Dr.
John Naylor. Harold Hampton, who provided the picture, believes it was taken 
around 1919. Hampton is the little boy standing
beside the second post from the right. At his right is his father, Luther Hampton, who operat
ed a barber shop in the store. Dr.
Naylor is at right of the post, and at his left is Bob Roper, postmaster of the oostoffice 
inside the store. In the foreground,
leaning on a cane, is J. W. (Jim) Ammons, Sr. Ed Lusk is at left, leaning against 
the telephone pole. Hampton said the build-
ing also housed Dr. Naylor's office and clink, a dry goods and grocery department; and ups
tairs, a Masonic hall.
FHS Passes Out Honors Al
Annual Athletic Banquet
Steve Ericksen and Fred
Large were named at Fulton
High School's most valuable
players in football and basket-
ball, respectively, at the
school's third annual all-sports
banquet in the Fulton High gym,
Monday night, March 29.
Over 200 parents, fans, and
students attended the dinner to
recognize members of the foot-
ball, basketball, track, and
golf teams.
Fulton High principal Bobby
Snider was master of cere-
monies. Superintendent of
Schools, Charles Thomas spoke
briefly to commend the young
award-winners.
Guest speaker was Bill Hud-
son, a former pro football star
with the San Diego Chargers
and the Buffalo Bills. He told
his audience that success is
the primary objective in life,
but that it must always be
earned and is never won un-
derservedly. He stated leader-
ship and attitude as the qualit-
ship and attitude as the qual-
ities necessary for success.
Coach Larry Shanks present-
ed the football trophies. Bob
Nanney was named most val-
uable leader; Chuck Curtis,
most improved player; Mike
Tate, most valuable lineman;
and Marvin Green, most val-
uable back. Ericksen and Hoyt
Moore were also named to the
all-Western Kentucky Class A
team.
Receiving football letters
were Jeff Barclay, Neil Coving-
ton, William Lee, William
Mitchell, Mike Morgan, James
Myers, Mark Owens, Greg
Scates, Mike Sisson, Mike
Smith, Charles Whitnel, Chuck
Curtis, Steve Ericksen, Mar-
vin Green, Hoyt Moore, Bob
Nanney, Rickey Robertson and
Mike Tate.
Ericksen presented gift cer-
tificates from the team to
coaches Shanks, Ward Bushart
and Cecil Maddox.
Coach David Mason presented
the basketball trophies. Johnny
Campbell was named most val-
uable leader, and best free-
throw shooter; Hoyt Moore, best
defensive player; Mike Smith,
best rebounder.
Seniors Moore, Campbell,
Thomas Tharpe and John Bor-
senberger also received gold
basketballs. Coach Mason was
presented a gift from the team
by Moore, who said their coach
was "the greatest thing that
has happened to us."
Basketball letterman were
Glyn Rice, Egbert Tharp, Fred
Large, Mike Smith, Charles
Whitnel, John Borsenberger,
John Campbell, Hoyt Moore,
and Thomas Tharp; and man-
agers, Brent Ballow and Mike
Hatfield.
Johnny Campbell, Chuck Cur-
tis, Steve Ericksen, and Hoyt
Moore were recognized as
members of the Bulldog Club.
New members announced at the
banquet were Marvin Green,
James Myers, Bob Nanney,
Mike Tate, and C harles Whitnel.
Mrs. Richard Cardwell,
cheerleaders sponsor, intro-
duced the girls and presented
Allyson Miller, captain, with a
gift. Cheerleaders are Kent
Smith, Cindy Craven, Debbie
Capps, Denise Homra, and Jane
Pawlukiewicz. B-team cheer-
leaders are Ann Fenwick, Jan
Pulley, Kim Jackson, andSusan
Hagan.
Representing the cheerlead-
ers, Miss Miller presented
Mrs. Cardwell with a gift.
Coach Al Bushart introduced
the members of the golf team:
Marvin Green, John Campbell,
Mike Hatfield, Pat Gossum,
Bob Mahan, Walter Powell,
Gordon Wade, and Mike Hagan,
Bushart cited Campbell for
representing Fulton High in
the 1970 schoolboy golf tourna-
ment.
Coach Cecil Maddox intro-
duced his track team: Chuck
Curtis, Scott urtis, John
Borsenberger, Tom Browder,
Tim Barnes, Terry Brundige,
Neil Covington, William Lee,
William Mitchell, James My-
ers, Fred Large, Mike Pulley,
Dick McIntosh, Rickey Paschal,
Thomas Tharp, Rusty Stewart,
and Kelly Edmison.
Athletes, Leaders At Cayce
Receive Awards At Banquet
The first annual Cayce Ele-
mentary athletic banquet drew
approximately 150 young ath-
letes, their parents and well-
wishers to the 'Elementary
School gym Friday night, March
27.
After a barbecue supper,
those present heard guest
speaker Steve Speed, former
Fulton County High School bas-
ketball coach, who Is now
teaching and coaching at Lake
County High in Tiptonville.
Speed said that boys who want
to be successful athletes must
meet four requirements: they
must have enthusiasm, love
their sport, be willing to take
the coach's criticism, and be
willing to practice.
Mrs. Betty Easley, cheer-
leader sponsor, presented
awards to the Cayce cheer-
leaders: Carla Moreland, Jill
Adams, Dinah Sowell, Penny
Witt, Angie Lawson, Lynda
Alexander, Kathy Hill and
Sherry King.
Principal Bobby Childers
presented trophies to the
Cayce athletes. Johnny Bennett
was named best offensive player
in foothall, the planer with
best leadership in both foot-
ball and basketball, and athlete
of the year. The latter award,
sponsored by the Hickman
Chamber of Commerce, is pre-
sented to the boy judged out-
standing in attitude, desire,
sportsmanship, leadership and
scholarship.
Danny Pettigrew, who was
honored for best leadership in
both sports, also was named
best backfield player in foot-
ball and best defensive player
in basketball.
Other football trophy win-
ners were: Larry Powell, best
defensive player; Terry Powell,
best lineman and most val-
uable player. Basketball trophy
winners were: Robert Caldwell,
best free-throw shooter; Ho-
mer Joy, best offensive player;
Don McClanahan, best re-
bounder and most valuable play-
er.
Certificates of participation
were awarded to the following
boys: Clarence Baker, Tim
Johnson, Bobby H111, Donnie
Johnson, Raymond Johnson,
Mike McClanahan, Tim Perry,
Calvin Ware, John Sowell, RM.




task force, which is studying
ways that ambulance service
can be financed locally,
traveled to Clinton Tuesday
night, March 30 for a meeting
with officials from Hickman
County and the Kentucky De-
partment of Health.
The task force, originally
comprising 15 members, was
reduced last week to nine mem-
bers to concentrate on studying
a way to provide a subsidy
for a private contractor. Be-
sides County Judge J. C.
Menees, Fulton Mayor Nelson
Tripp, and Hickman city man-
ager Donald MacLaren, the
task force includes Julius
resenting Hickman; James
Warren and Fred Jolley, of
Fulton; and Mrs. John S. Bacon
and Ralph Adams of the county
at large.
MacLaren said that Hick-
man County officials plan to
apply for matching funds from
the state Department of Health
to purchase an ambulance and
hire a qualified crew. He said
that the county sheriff will be
in charge of administering the
service.
After the meeting with the
county and state officials, Mac-
Laren said, he met with Judge
Menses, Falkoff, and Chaney to
discuss an idea, proposed by
Falkoff, to provide the funds
for a subsidy.
MacLaren said the task force
will not release details of the
Falkoff proposal until they
discuss it with Leon Chism, a
private ambulance contractor
from Blytheville, Arkansas.
Chism, who met with the task
force in Hickman on March 23,
has offered to give them an




Aeolph Rupp, state crusade
chairman for the American
Cancer Society, announced
today that the Junior Women's
Club, headed by Mrs. Jack
Haddad, will again carry out
the Society's fund raising drive
In April, in the city of Fulton.
The crusade this year will in-
volve both business and house- (continue
d from page 1)
to-house solicitations. In- that will result shou
ld the
formative literature will be South Fulton voters elect to
distributed, and money reichange their form of
 govern-
ceived will be used for re4 ment. Among these would be:
search, education, and services --Abolishment of the In-
to cancer patients. dustrial Development 
Board,
Mrs. Haddad is a graduate and creation of what prosp
ective
Of Webster College of St. industry considers a 
"weak"
Louis. She ' is Secretary of St. and "obsolete" form of 
Mayor-
Edwards Altar Society, and Council form of government;
member of Tr -County Home- —Abolishment of the South
makers and Jr. Womens Club. Fulton Planning Commission;
The Haddads are parents of —Abolishment of the Public
two children: Loretta 5, and Housing Authority and tele-
Christina 3. They reside at gation of any new ap
plication
214 Circle Drive. for the present 150 low-cost
Coach Rupp stated that "it housing units to a low-priority
Is interested and involved in- status at least five years behine
dividuals and organizations the present one;
such as this that will eventually —Voiding of a high
-priority
make possible the cure for grant for a new 
$400,000
cancer to be found." "With- sanitary sewer system;
out their help, the American —Abolishment of the 
pres-
Cancer Society simply cannot ent positions of all city em
-
function." He asks that all ployees, and reapp
ointment
persons interested in helping subject to political favoritism
in the crusade are to contact instead of qualifications;
Mrs. Haddad. ---The cancellation of all
April 12-17 has been set for grants for federal fund
s, now
the busaiess area's annual Can- applied for or alread
y coin-
cer Drive Week. The residen- mated.
tial drive will be carried out
the week of April 26-30 in
Fulton.
Officers and workers for this
year's drive are:
Chairman - Mrs. Jack Haddad
Treasurer - Mrs. Kenneth
Crews
Business Chairman - Mrs.
Mike Homra
Residential Chairman - Mrs.
Ward Burnette and Mrs. Tom
Templeton
Publicity Chairman - Mrs.
Johnny McConnell
An organizational meeting for
the workers will be held in the
Women's, Club Building, April
19, at 7•30. The information
and materials will be presented
to the volunteers at this meet-
ing. A film will be shown In-
forming those present about
the procedures for collecting
and refreshments will be serv-
ed following the meeting.
ARBOR DAY SET
Gov. Louie B, Nunn has pro-
claimed Friday April 21 as
Arbor Day in Kentucky. In
signing the proclamation, Gov-
ernor Nunn urged all citizens
to work toward improving the
attractiveness of the land, and
to inspire others to protect
and respect trees in cities and
forests, and to recognize our
dependence on this renewable
natural resource.
JACKIE HOLLIE-
(Cont. from page one)
of the Fair state meeting; she
is Miss Gibson County RECC
and the reigning Miss Ten-
nessee RECC; she was named
Miss Congeniality in the na-
tional RECC pageant; she is
captain of the cheerleaders at
Falkoff and Donald Chaney, rep- County of establishing his am- South Fulton, and editor of the
school annual.
For winning the title of
"Miss South Fulton," Miss
Hollie was presented a beauti-
ful trophy by Mayor Dan
Crocker.
The First Maid was Miss
Rose Batts, while Miss Lisa
Watts was named second Maid.
Alternates,were Susan Hale and
Denise Coleman.
Besides the foregoing, the
ten finalists selected from the
field of 35 included Jimette
Gilbert, Deloris Garmon, Bren-
with Delta Air Lines and is da Colyer, Patty Parrish and
stationed at Atlanta, Georgia. Rita Brockwell.
Mrs. Mollie Beth Simpson A musical program during
spent last week in Macon, Ga.intermission featured Bennett




Robert Carrol, head football
coach of the University of
Tennessee at Martin, spoke to
the regular Tuesday meeting
of the Fulton Rotary Club, and
urged local support of the
football program at Martin.
Coach Carrol, who is Presi-
dent of the Martin Rotary Club,
stressed his school's need for
a new football stadium and the
addition of astro-turf in order
to stay in competition with sur-
rounding colleges.
He also explained his recruit-
ing policies and the attempt
to draw West Tennessee and
Kentucky talent to the school.
Coach Carroll was introduced
by David Phelps, who had charge
of the program.
In the business portion of the
meeting, the Board of Direc-
tors of the club for the year
1971-1972 was elected. The
new board will consist of Bob
Bay, Bill Harrison, L. M. Mc-
Bride, Robert Morgan, Gary
Williamson and Hal Warren,
ex officio.
Visiting Rotarians and guests
included Dennis Jones and Ed
McGlochlin of Pacific Grove,
California, and T. J, Easter-
wood of Fulton.
Dallas Barlow, Timmy Ben-
nett, Dwight Cox, Tommy Cur-
tin, Barry Durham, Dennis Hill,
Britt Holly, Edward Hussey,
Clifton Joy, Timmy Martin,
Randy Moreland, Ricky Sadler,
and Bobby Ware. The trophy




By Mrs. W. C. Morrison
Mr. and Mrs. Auzie Legens
of Latham are patients at the
Wealcley County Hospital and
are unimproved.
Congratulations are offered
to a Latham girl, Miss Patty
Killebrew for "winning her
wings" and is now a stewardess
eat daughter, Mrs. Jack Pinks-
ton, who was very ill, but is
better and Mrs. Simpson re-
turned home on Thursday.
Mrs. Eva Brann and Mrs.
Opal Pounds of Memphis are
guests of their brother and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Etheridge
of Akron, Ohio, visited Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Morrison last week.
Several from this community
attended the funeral of Aunt
Jeanie Turner at Jackson Fun-
eral Home, last Sunday. She
passed away at Tucker's Rest
Home in Mayfield, Ky., last
Thursday. Survivors include a
foster sae, Huel Wright of Duke-
dom and two foster grandsons,
several nieces and nephews and
stepchildren. Interment was in
Fairview Cemetery near Pal-
mersville.
Mr. and Mrs. Huel Wright re-
turned from Lake Marys, Fla.
last week. Having been called
home due to the illness of his
foster mother, Mrs. Jeanie
Turner.
Mrs. Alma Wheeler returned
to Memphis last Thursday to
be with her daughter, Yvonne,
who is very
YEARBOOK SEMINAR
A yearbook semtnar at Jat-
sun on Monday. M3rch 22 was
rttended by South Fulton High
students Milke :Milner. Dale D.
T.-twnsend. Pau' .1 Hutchins. and
Dale Yates. Mrs. Ruth Blay-
lock and Mrs. Judy Andrews
attended %%Oh thorn.
Chambers, outstanding South
Fulton Bleck vocalist, accom-
panied by Mrs. Martha Logan
























Tony Curtis Henry Fonda
Nina Admission Policy
ADULTS $1.25
Children, under 12, Frog
( In Cars)


















































































,ftsmen make tapestries with an implement called a
by a. special process of weaving broths
1 Shoe Repair While You WaitQuality Workmanship We do "build-up" work
I Open Tues. thru Sat: 7:30. 5:30Hobart Shoe Service,




Wayne's Specially Feed Program
The H and H Rabbitry, Buchanan, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ray Hoffman
Pictured above is Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Ray Hoffman, who are presently feeding
200 does on the Wayne program Accord-
ing to the Hoffmans... . .
"Since we have changed to Wayne
Rabbit Ration, we feel that we have
faster gains, considerable decrease in
mortality rate, better conception rate;
also due to the fact that Wayne Rabbit
Ration is highly fortified both with nutri-
tion and medication we have completely
eliminated most of our disease problems.
'Wayne Rabbit Ration has helped
also in our profits, as we sell our rabbits
to slaughter.
"We are completely satisfied with
Wayne Rabbit Radon and service offered
by Wayne Feeds."
— Mary L. Hoffman
IT PAYS TO FEED
4794641
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MIS IS HOW ITS DONE — The MSU
rifle team seem to be telling their coach,
Major Richard Mallard, after they estab-
liShed a new national record of 1,162 of 1,200
points on conventional targets. Team mem-
bers (from left) are Nancy Betz, Jan Whit-
taker, Peg Baker and Anne Hall.
MSU Women's Rifle
Team Sets New Record
MURRAY, Ky., 
pre-med major from Bradford,Murray State University's Worn-
Pa., who scored 291, and Anne'
en's Rifle Team established a Hall, a senior biology majorinew national woman's record n from Hopkinsville, Ky., who
competition on Feb. 20, accord- scored 287.
ing to the National Rifle As- Results of registered sectional
sociation which released results matches conducted across the
Friday. country are forwarded to the
The Women's rifle team set a NRA which determines national
new mark of 1,161 out of 1,200 champions. The Murray Sharp.
possible points in conventional shooters won the women's cham-
sectional target shooting. The pionship last year with a score
NRA notified university officials of 1,142. This year's national
of the new record after examin-
ing results of the match and in-
suring that conditions had been
met for establishing records.
Jan Whittaker, a freshman
medical technology major from
Sepulveda, Calif., and Nancy
Betz, a freshman biological
science major from Westlake,
Ohio, led the women's rifle team
with identical scores of 292 out
of 300 possible points.
Following closely behind were







Lake St. Fulton, Ky.
ABSOLUTE AUCTION 
SATURDAY, APRIL 3, 1971, 10:00 A.M. 
TREZEVANT, TENNESSEE
itu MILL III MILO INS TIM LOOATSO is TVS EPSOM se TONZIVAJIT ON NOT MIST. JOST WM NAST
If IleiniltilleTIO sea arm um 
- 97 Acre Farm -
1111$ FAINI OAS 11 AIMS OF OOP LANS. A PORTION OF IT IS LOCIATIO TVS 00SPORATION UNTO OF
TNIZIIVAJIT. SAWS USLISI - H SOUS Cl.. LI AWN OOTTOL 13 11051 00111111VINS.
- PAINS OPTINIO IN TOO TOASTS ARO TWIN AS VIOLS -
TRACT 1
$7 Acres-liacluding the home on Hurt Street. This home is a 6 room & bath frame
dwelling. It is wired for electric 220 heat. This Is a large home that needs some
repair but has iota of possibilities. Also on this tract is a barn and some other
buildings. Excellent place for a home and small acreage.
TRACT 2
Consists of 70 acre:. This tract of land does not front a street but Iv s 33' wide road
which connects the farm with hwy. 103, Mc'Elmoreville Hwy. This 33' road is included
in the de( criptIon of this farm. This tract is practically all level open land. 
One
field has 44 : cres in it. This land would be excellent for building lots or small cre-
ate tracts.
Auctioneer note--Attend this sale nd purchase land with a future. ,Buy at farm land
prices and let your investment grow with the economy. For more information contact..
W. 11, Martin Estate Carlton Martin, 'dm. 353 Roseland Drive, titian, Tenn. 
or
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
NAM E. AllIANIIER, Austin* resT HOUK RUN. 507-4722 OR 517-3101
sown sumo a. &wawa gum TOMESSEf







23, a senior at Murray State
University, has been awarded a
four-year scholarship, valued at
more than $16,000, for study to-
ward a doctoral degree in phar-
macology at the University of
Tennessee Medical Unit in
Memphis, Tenn.
A native of Bellmawr, N.J.,
Colligon will graduate from
Murray State in June with a
bachelor of science degree in
chemistry and mathematics.
At the UT medical school, he
plans to study the use and ef-
fect of drugs in the cardio vas-
cular area of medicine. He
hopes someday to teach on the
medical school level or do re-
search work.
Colligon, who has maintained
an academic average or 3.7 oUt
of a possible 4.0 points' for sev-
en semesters at Murray State,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Colligon, 38 Camp-
Beilmawr.
He is married to the former
Jean Ellen Leisure, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Leisure,
Beaver Dam, also a student at
Murray State.
In addition to being listed In
"Who's Who in America," he
also is a member of the Alpha
Tau Omega social fraternity and
Alpha Chi, an honorary scholas-
tic society, at the university.
First Ski Ramp
In 1867
SAN FRANCISCO — America's
first ski race was held in 1867
hear La Porte, Calif. Contes-
tants shot straight down a hill,
the winner covering the 1,230-
foot course in 14 second, or el












A public hearing Monday
afternoon on the controversial
"sterilization" bill of Rep.
Larry Bates of Martin Was
hurriedly adjourned -when it
threatened to get out of hand.
The bill was attacked by a
number of witnesses. Their
comments were punctuated by
applause, shouts, and com-
ments from the large crowd,
most of whom were obviously
strongly opposed to the bill's
provisions.
The sudden adjournment
came after one witness, Mrs.
Willie Pearl Ellis, strayed
considerably off the topic in
her testimony. She s: id she
has two children, is on wel-
fare, and knows "the man I
slept with."
Most damaging testimony
against the bill, which would
require an unwed mother to
submit to voluntary Sterili-
zation before she could re-
champions will be announced in ceive state welfare, was given
mid-April. by Welfare Commissioner,










— Selected As The Wig of the Year —
— By —
sal
— North American Fashions Associates —
Sold Only In This Area by Helen's
Large Selection WIGS $10.95 to $14.95
Helen's Town & Country Wigs
Located 1 Mile East of Fulton on East State
















— Sandals, Heels, nate
— Over 30 Pairs To Choose!
$2.00 to $6.00
Fred Friend.
Friend said that the bill's
remedieE are "callous" and
"contrary to the best instincts
of the human race." He also
said that the bill would hurt
the state financially since it
would conflict with federal
regulations and thus jeopar-
dize the state's welfare funds.
Friend also criticizes a
provision of the bill that de-
clare the illegitimate children
of a woman refusing sterili-
zation orphans and makethem
wards of the state.
The cost ot the airlines of
highjacking averages about
$10,000 with the total cost over
the past two years estimated
at $15 million.
4111K/FAIIVAP41,40,















"Shop in our Complete
Art Department"
Michelin makes





W•ur•III, for X Ned.. el.gberay Tubeless WiNif•
wali I if! Owen bele co.,•.• 40000 m.le voted TN, sleet's •
Is
e•/gInal r•la.1 purrheTe WIC! ID1411, by percents. a
^^,
This steel belted Radial Tire carries the Michelin Warranty*
for 40,000 miles of tread wear. (Many owners get much
more.) Puncture resistant Michelins stop faster, corner
better, give more traction on wet surfaces. Yet they
cost less per mile of driving than any tire you can buy.
Now there are Michelins for all domestic cars. Why








— Big, Big Selection






Just Arrived! Also A






P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
615 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON REGISTER HERE!





By SUE MILLER, Stm-Demecrat Staff Writer
MURRAY, Ky.,. -Calloway County J
udge Robert
0. Miller said today he felt he "had no 
choice but to allow a
local option election in Murray" on the "wet or
 dry" issue. The
election was scheduled for April 20.
A petition requesting the elec- Representatives of the 
Murray-
(Ion was filed recently with the Calloway County 
Dry League at.
Calloway County Court clerk. A tended the session in Judge 
Mill 
totalof 351 names were signed er's chamber today. The 
repre-
to the petition. sentatives were 
Hoyt Roberts, a
John Cole, ZOO N. 15th St., was Murray realtor, co-chairman
 of
named chairman of the commit- the league, and Bud l E. 
Stalls,
tee filing the petition. of Murray M
achine and Tool
Co., league secretary.
Stalls said he had checked the
petition carefully and had a list
of approximately 150 persons
who had signed the petition who
he did not feel were qualified.
Judge Miller noted, however,
Only 181 names are all that
would be required to necessi-
tate the election. He said he
would presume there were some
signers who were not constitu.
tionally qualified, but despite
this there were enough signers
who were qualified on the same
grounds.
County officials said a check
of the petition showed 182 sign.
ers registered in the city of Mur-
ray as voters. That number did
not count those who registered
Open Friday Nile Till 8: P. M.
A smart fashion move.
Take the crinkle patent
strap. What a fancy bit
'a buckle, and that slant-
sliced heel is sensation-
al. Navy, black, or white.
Bay Family Shoe Store





New Phone Service To Link Summer
Union City, South Fulton School Set
A new telephone service soon
win be offered Union City and
South Fulton telephone sub-
scribers who frequently call be-
tween these exchanges. The
announcement was made today by
South Central Bell manager A.
13. Strayhorn and Union City
Mayor C.: H. "Red" Adams.
Mr. Strayhorn explained that
with the new sertIce any Union
City or South Fulton telephone
customer can subscribe for a
minimum period of "talking
time" to subscribers in the other
exchange for only a small rate
difference which would be less
than equivalent charges for long
distance calls.
For example, a residence cus-
tomer could have one hour of
calling time to the other ex-
change each month for $2.10
plus tax, which is considerably
less than the average long dis-
tance charges for an hour's time
between these points.
With the new service a cus-
tomer may dial calls to the
other exchange as often as he
wishes and only the length of
each call counts toward the mini-
mum time specified in the plan.
Any additional talking time, over
the minimum period, will
be charged a reduced rate of only
a few cents for a fraction of
an hour.
Because of the close proximity
and the mutual community inter-
ests between Union City arid South
Fulton, officials In Union City
asked the telephone company to
consider two methods which
might provide calling between the
two cities at reduced rates.
Under one method, extended
area service, calling would be
toll-free between Union City and
South Fulton, but the monthly
rates for all subscribers would
have to be increased. Under the
other method, the optional calling
plan, only those customers who
subscribed to the plan 4ould
be billed an extra charge.
After reviewing both methods,
It was generally agreed that the
optional calling plan would be
since the petition was filed nor
the ones who are merely con-
stitutionally qualified to sign.
Miller explained persons do
not have to be registered voters
to be constitutionally qualified
to sign the petition.
1971 BUICK LeSABRE 2-door hardtop,
bronze, vinyl top, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air,
white tires.
1970 IMPALA four door hardtop. White
with vinyl top. V-8 automatic with
power steering and factory air.
1970 EL COMMANDO CUSTOM SS. Ky.
tags. Gray, V-8 automatic with power
steering.
1970 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO 2-door
hardtop, Tenn. tags, gold, Vfl, auto-
matic, power steering, power brakes,
factory air, gold vinyl top, white tires;
one-owner, local car.
1970 CHEVROLET IMPALA custom coupe,
Kentucky tag, cream color, V8, auto-
matic, power steering, power brakes,
factory air, vinyl top, white tires, a nice
1-owner, local car.
1969 VOLKSWAGEN, Kentucky tag, beige,
automatic.
1969 OLDSMOBILE 98 4-door sedan, Ten-
nessee tags, brown, vinyl top V8, auto-







1968 BUICK SKYLARK 4-door sedan, grey,
vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steer-
ing, power brakes, factory air.
1968 OPEL WAGON, white, 4-speed.
1967 CHEVROLET CAPRICE coupe, 2-door
hardtop, Kentucky tag, black, black
vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steer-
ing, power brakes, factory air, white
tires; a local car.
1966 FORD FAIRLANE wagon, Tennessee
tags, white, V8, automatic.
1965 OLDS 98. 2 door hardtop. White with
Tenn. title. V8 automatic with power
steering, power brakes, power windows
and seats and factory air.
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
1969 FORD 2-ton truck. 4-speed transmis-
sion, 2-speed axle, red, V8, brand new
Midwest 141/›-foot bed with hoist.
1965 CHEVROLET PICKUP, 1/2-ton truck,
short wide bed, custom, Tennessee
tags, yellow, V8, automatic, power
steering, factory air.
A NICE CAMPER, over-the-cab, refrigerator,
stove, fully equipped.
TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK
"Where the best teals are TAYLOR MADE"
"SEE HE OF TNESE SALESMEN" - -
Mike Williams, Warren Tuck, Manus Williams,
Aubrey Taylor, Verne Spans aid Dam Taylor
1111021WAT 307 FULTON, KT.
more satisfactory, Mr. Stray-
horn said. "It seems more
desirable to charge extra rates
only to those who benefit from
special calling rathei than to
charge them to everyone."
Mr. Strayhorn reported that
the new service will be avail-
able to Union City subscribers
beginning AprU 1. Rates are dif-
ferent for business and residence
customers. Telephone cus-
tomers interested In the new
service may obtain additional in-
formation by calling the tele-
phone company business office
which handles their account.
Stahr Speaks
At Richmond
RICHMOND, Ky. - Dr.
Elvis J. Stahr, president of the
National Audubon Society and
a native Kentuckian, told an
Eastern Kentucky University
Founders Day audience Wednes-
day that man's relations to the
natural environment is one of
the major broad problems "be-
setting this little planet and its
inhabitants."
Stahr said no community,
state or country is free of en-
vironmental problems, pointing
out that "nature doesn't know or
really care where national or lo-
cal political boundaries are laid
out."
The average Vietnam War










Yates tuday announced that the
South Fulton summer school pro-
gram will be held again this
year, with math, social studies,
science. English and other sub-
jects for a six-week term and
NS per subject for the eight.
week term.
The summer school will be or-
ganized and operated as a part
of the public school program,
Yates said, and shall be under
the control and management of
the board of education. comply-
ing with rules and regulations
prescribed by the state and local
boards of education.
The qualifications of the teach-
ers, the equipment, and the
standards enforced shall be the
same as in the regular school
term, and will be under the
rection of the principal, or a
qualified person designated by
the local board of education.
All summer school classes will
meet in the school building.
Malta To Join Market
VALLETTA, Malta Malta
will become a part of the Com-
mon Market customs union in
10 years after going through
stages of integration.
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, April 1, 1971 Page 2
jag year, $11 million more than
Slays Ship More in 1980. A jump in sales of
BELGRADE Yugoslavia ex- packed meat w
as largely re-







You'll purr with pleasure at
the satisfaction you'll receive
m ft & R BLOCK. Point your
pews in the direction of the
nearest BLOCK office and re-
ceive prompt ond guoronteed









We guarantee accurate preparation of 
every tax return









America's Largest Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
ACROSS FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY
113 Washington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9: AM to 6: PM Weekdays





Easter tim• is fashion time ... select your right-for-spring mum! at National
Stores and save your doilars1
Regular $4.99 New Spring !Crinkle
Patent Handbags $3.99
Solid colors and patchwork patterns in spring colors.


















2-piece styles in acetate
knit Chavazetter. Yellow
Pink or Blue In Sizes
7 to 14.
Sizes 3 - 4Ix $5.99
- GIRLS' EASTER SHOES -
Styles by Young Pals.
Krinkle and slick patent
pumps and straps.
Sizes 10 to 4.
$4.99 -$6.99
- LADIES' CHARM STEP SHOES -
Krinkle patents in stylist
that are so wanted for
spring. White, black and
colors. Sizes 5 to 10
$5.99 - $7.99
REGISTER FOR BIG CASH GIVE-AWAY




Simile breasted with patch pockets
and raglan sleeves. Tattersall check
pattern in beige, turquoise or light $12.99
blue. S to 111.
Special! Ladies' $7.99
PERMANENT PRESS DRESSES
Sleeveless button front style with
belt. Fashioned of polyester and cot-
ton fabric that has permanent press
finish., needs no ironing. Assorted
colors. 10 to 111.
$4.99
HANES UNDERWEAR
For Men For Boys
T-shirts, Briefs Briefs end
and Athletic Shirts T-shirts







All are machine washable ...
never need ironing. Polyester
double knits and polyester-
cotton blends In assorted
styles and colors. Shea 1 to 14
Newest Patterns and Colors




Permanent press blends of
polyester and cotton in stripes,
solids and fancy designs.
Choose from colors such as
blue, gray, brown, purple,
green, gold, red and navy.
Sizes 14 to 17.
MEN'S 4-INCH SPRING TIES
Assorted stripes, solids and
fancy patterns . ..in many















































































Sizes 1 to 11
4
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CLASSIFIED ADS
So MUCH.. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Opt 51 per word
AUCTION - Alitiche Sever
Eagle tent trailer, two gas
stoves, one gas lantern, gas
bottle with regulator, three 9x9
umbrella tents. Mayfield Shop-
ping Pisa Parking Lot at
2 p. m. on Apiril 3, 1971.
FOR SALE-100% normal
cytoplasm seed corn. See Jack
Austin, Rt. 4, Fulton, Ks. or
call Cayce 838-62810 or Fulton
472-17311
FOR SALE-235 six-cylinder
Chevrolet motor complete Stan-
dard shift, 1967 Ford truck, 18
foot grain bed, excellent con-
dition. Call 472-1334.
HELP WANTED — Excelient
earning opportunity represent-
ing AVON COSMETICS open-
ing now in Fulton County. Call
or write—Mrs. Margaret Taylor




Wanted responsible party to
hike over spinet piano. Easy
terms. Can be seen locally.
Write Credit Manager, P. 0.
Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana
46176.
FARM FOR SALE Duke-
dom-Latham highway, about
95 acres Level, high slate of
cultivation, less thin 6300 acre.
Cab (901) 479.1776.
FURNWCRE Upholstering;
free estimates. Lainfs Uphol-
stery Shop, US 45-E 8 miles
south of Fulton, next to Laird
& Vance Antique Shop. Phone
479-1511.
Income tax returns prepared,
11. rears experience. 207 Third,
472-4547. John W. Bostick.
WE MAKE DRAPES FRE.F.,
you pay only for the material
used. P. N. Hirsch & Company,
South Fulton, Tenn.
46 Acre earm with 3 bedroom
house and outbuikbngs for




161 Acres between Latham
and Dresden. Ideal for catIle,
good find. Call 587-3760.
.IFIENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at













1111 W. State Line





"all or none," Dr. Harry Sparks,
MSU president said today, fol-
lowing cancellation of the entire
1971 "Insight" lecture series on
the Murray State campus.
Sparks said he elected to
cancel the entire series because
"the board spoke to me and ex-
pressed that (William) Kunstler
WAS not to speak."
The Murray State University
president said the board of re-
gents had authorized him to
make the decision whether to
continue or discontinue the
series. He said he was advised
by an attorney that to ban one
speaker would be ruled "dis-
criminatory" if taken to court.
Joseph M. Whittle, Leitchfield,
vice chairman of the board of
regents, said he does not respect
Kunstler as an attorney because
"he attempts to make a mock-
ery out of our jurisprudence
system."
Whittle, an attorney himself,
said he Mused his objection to
Kunstler's appearance at MSU
on his professional opinion.
"Out ultimate duty is to our
own conscience," he remarked,
flowerer, he said he felt the'
board, has made progress in
closing the communication gap
with MSU students during the
past year.
Mrs. Lochle Hart, another
member of the beard, said she
based her objection to Randier
upon his actions in the Chicago
Seven trial.
Mrs. Hart said an earlier MSU
policy enacted to prevent per-
sons under indictment from
using MSU facilities was direct-
ed specifically at Kunstler "the
best I can remember."
Wendell P. Butler, mate super-
intendent of public instruction
and ex officia chairman of the
MSU board of regents, declined
comment because he was not in
attendance at recent board
meetings related to the Insight
series.
"About all I know about it Is
what I've read in the papers,"
he commented.
The chairman of the Insight
executive committee, Hugh Grif-
fith, Warren, Ohio, said Kunst-
ler has agreed to appear without
a contract at no charge except
personal expenses.
Kuastimbas etiefInned be will
speak In Murray at an off-camp-
us location next Monday night,
Griffith said.
Meanwhile, a spokesman for
the Student Government, Doug
Myers, said today that Dr. S. T.
Hayakawa, president of San
Francisco State College, has
been extended an invitation to
appear here off-campus on Wed
nesday night, "to provide bal-
ance to /Emitter's appearance."
Dr. Hayakawa, If he accepts.
also would receive only expenses
for his appearance here.
The San Francisco State Col-
lege president was -on the orig-
inal "Insight" panel, and was
one of three persons whose con-
tract was cancelled when
school officials decided to drop
the entire program.
Bronx Zoo, in New York City,







To The Toter: Of Fulton County—
I ask this chance to serve you, if you will
elect me your Fulton County Jailer. I pledge to
operate the jail efficiently, but with a mini-
mum cost to the taxpayers, with maximum se-
curity and with fair and impartial treatment
to those in my custody.
With my many years of service as a law
enforcement officer, in the Fulton County
Sheriff's office, where I served as chief deputy
for eight and one-half years. I feel I am well
qualified by experience to serve as your jailer.
I earnestly ask for your vote. Thank you.
Vote For and Elect
ED CLARK
Fallon County Jailer
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY, MAY 25, 1971
Paid for by Ed Clark serving as his owe treasurer
There are more females than
males in Mimi County but the
margin is small - 15,576
to 14,360.
This and many other bits of
Information Sr. Included in
the advance report on Gen-
eral Population Chalacteristics
for Tennessee, issued by the
Bureau of the Census and based
on the 1970 federal census.
The report shows the coun-
ty population to be 29,936. Of
this number, 27,345 are classi-
fied as white, 2,566 are Negro
and 25 are classified in the
"other" category which would In-
clude American Indian, Japanese,
Chinese, Filipino, Korean or
Eskimo.
The age breakdown for men
In the county is as follows; Under
5 years, 1,216; 5 and 6 years,
501; 7 to 9 years, 780; 10 to 13
years, 1,150; 14 years, 291; 15
years, 292; 16 and 17 years,
555; 16 and 19 years, 450;
20 years, 186; 21 years,
159; 22 to 24 years, 606; 25
to 34 years, 1,724; 35 to 44
years, 1,471; 45 to 54 years,
1,552; 55 to 59 years, 816;
60 and 61 years, 352; 62 to 64
years, 497; 65 to 74 years, 1,-
112; 75 years and over, 330.
Among females, the break-
down shows- Under 5 years,
1,187; 5 and 6 years, 500; 7 to 9
years, 802; 10 to 13 years, 1,-
034; 14 years, 291: 15 years.
264; 16 and 17 years, 522; 18
and 19 years, 440; 20 years,
207; 21 years, 222; 22 to 24
years, 655; 25 to 34 years,
1,808; 35 to 44 years, 1,621;
45 to 54 years, 1,760; 55 to 59
years, 988; 60 and 61 years,
387; 62 to 64 years, 464; 65
to 74 years, 1,437; 75 years and
over, 1,00'7.
Similar breakdowns were
supplied for all Tennessee towns
with 10,000 or more population,
Including Union City.
The breakdown for males
shows; Under 5 years, 487;
5 and 6 years, 184; 7 to 9
years, 317; 10 to 13 years,
433; 14 years, 110; 15 years,
116; 16 and 17 years, 215; 18
and 19 years; 164; 20 years,
69; 21 years, 67; 22 to 24
years, 275; 25 to 34 years,
686; 35 to 44 years, 626;
45 to 54 years, 583; 55 to
59 years, 294; 60 and 61
years, 133; 62 to 64 years,
198; 65 to 74 years, 381;
75 years and over, 249.
The female breakdown: Un-
der 5 years, 454; 5 and 6
years, 179; 7 to 9 years; 316;
10 to 13 years, 40i3: 14 years,
123; 15 years, 110; 16 and 17
years; 203; 18 and 19 years,
182; 20 years, 92: 21 years,
93; 22 to 24 years, 282: 25
to 34 years, 737; 35 to 44
years, 694; 45 to 54 years,
647; 55 to 59 years, 395;
60 and 61 years, 153: 62 to
64 years, 170; 65 to '741 years,
654; 75 years and over,
448.
Union City's population Is
listed at 11,925, Including 10,-
417 whites, 1,496 Negroes and
12 listed as "other."
Females outnumber males 6,
338 in 5,587.
Lasers may be used In the
tonne as wanting systems for
aviation for two invisible men-









3 - HORROR HITS!




— No. 2 —
Boris Karloff
THE TERROR




Sun.. Mon. & Tues.
RAM JANSEN-







Wnid Jarismn igen Sebem
LeelColirkunesamth
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sses &wee me 44'
"WHERE FRESH THINGS ARE HAPPENING"
SUPER-RIGHT






BONELESS RUMP or ti18 BOX OCHICKEN no%
Sirloin Tip Roast .....LB I Fryer Parts.1.?.Vic
BONELESS vino ENDS & PIECES LB 99c
Heel of Round L',!ruBacon....4 BOX
GROUND
Round Lb.  984B
STORE SLICED L.5(4










osz 3 LB. I OZ. BOX
59t
WITH ritiSUOI,PON
Good Only At ASP Food Store.
Good Thru Sat. Apr. 3
Reg. Price \\ ithout Coupon






WItH 111IS CoU ION
Good Only At A4I' Food S llll ci
Good Ihru Sat, Apr. 3
Rap. Price Without Cournin
Limit I Coup.on Per Customer
J'IRETIRS





1 LB. BAG OD-
WITH THIS COUPON ••••-
411•0.-
Good At ALP Stores Onl, see--NEM
Good Thru Set. Apr. 3 dei.
Reg. Price Without Coupon ...







Lettuce, lg. head 2
()V Ent-it-1;11s 3 BL:6 29C




















,.,rd Olds At ASP loud
Good Thru Sat, Apt. 3
Reg. Price Without Coupon









Good Al ASP Stores Only
Good That Sat. Apr. 3
It,, Prim Without Couraim





with your coupon sod $5 OurChase
NE 8"x10" PLUS ONE 4"15"
Cheese Rem ever 230 ceNtNi brush Org. rind.
Never before hare you seen such OuSltanding
replicas Or the worlds Most treasured masterpiptes
— IS.. week you ran even get 2 prints, freer
Cs/MOO-Crafted. frames and decoottor accents.
too.— yours now sl Sale prices.







8 -.10 MOO Obi 500 PLUS




SAVE $ 5 .00
SEVILLE MIRROR
s I
iese. Cu.,,, $4.99 ma eat WNW 1
(I)vow Moo One I
•pcill).,,,1
edll!




















KITCHEN SLICED GREEN BEANS (16 OZ.)-
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est bidder brought $100 from
rnbeak and -
ounty Contributes 5,000 
Mr. and Mrs. James Rippy
For St. Jude's Hospital
by Mrs. Donald Roberson of Read The Label When
Purchasing Grass Seed
big the pitfalls which trap many
seed buyers:
Read the label. It should tell
the buyer what kind of lawn
seed is in the package, the per
cent of each kind of mixture, its
germination percentage, where
It was own, number of weed
seed, and number of crop seed.
These labeling procedures are
required by Kentucky law to
protect the consumer.
You should decide what type
of seed you need before you go
to the store. In our area the/r -dab.




s. FRYERS SMOKED PICNICS
most popular lawns are Kentucky
bluegrass, red fescue, tall fes-
cue, zoysia grass, and bermuda
grass. Bentgrass is commonly
used on golf courses, and re-
quires Intensive care with respect
to watering, feeding, mowing,
and pest control. The problems
involved with bentgrass are nu-
merous and make it unsuitable
for home lawns.
Two temporary grasses com-
monly used are redtop and rye-
grass. Either of these are often
added to lawn seed mixtures be-
cause they are cheap and be-
cause of their rapid germination,
which gives the buyer a false
sense of having successfully es-
tablished his lawn.
More To Do Than
Worry About Age
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Robert Taylor Vincent didn't seem
particularly excited the other day when he talked of becoming•
85 years of age.
When a fellow has as many things to do as Mr. Vrne)ent
— and the health sufficient to do them — 
the mat of mark-
ing another birthday isn't all that important.
Mr. Vincent does such things as his yard and house
repairs (he can even do a little phunbing tuvt e ectrical work),
he drives his own two vehicles and the crhppie season is ap-
proaching.
He thinks nothing of driving to below Kentucky Dam and
sitting in his boat for up to 12 hours, an experience not ex-
actly enjoyed by his wife, who is a respectable 63 and knocked
off such foolishness a few years ago.
group
a 
 of Obion County
toms left Union City for
Memphis shortly before noon
today with approximately $5.-
006 in hand to aid financially
trdubled St. Jude's Hospital.
gra. Jimmy Lane, county
chairman for the campaign,
said the group hopes to be in
Uarnphte this afternoon when
the widely-publicized "wheel-
barrow push" from the Uni-
versity of Tennessee at Mar-
tin is scheduled to arrive with





Mrs. Lane was excited when
she departed.
"We've just gotten a $500
check from Kinkead Industries
and $100 checks from E.W.
James, from the Old and Third
and Farmers Exchange Banks
and chocks from Cecil's Lib-
erty Market and even from the
Union City Bridge Club," she
enthused.
"Everywhere you go, people
hand you money."
A piano donated to the cause
t-bREAST 
LEGS AND THIGHS Lb. 39c
BACKS 






Sr. of Union City. Mrs. Lane
said the Rippys plan to donate
the piano to the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
The campaign for St.Jude's
began after the hospital learn-
ed that federal funds for
research on so-called incur-
able diseases would be cut by
about one-third. Since the an-
nouncement, donations from the
entire Mid-South have been
pouring into Memphis to help
keep the hospital, which con-
centrates on children's dis-
eases, financially solvent.
A fraternity from UTM left
Martin several days aro. Push-
ing a wheelbarrow on U.S. 45,







On the first pretty day every
spring, thousands of homeowners
rush to their lawn supply store
to buy grass seed.
But the various displays of dif-
ferent types of seeds often con-
fuse the homeowner—he just
doesn't know what type is best
for his lawn.
Price should not be the yard-
stick In measuring what you buy
In lawn seed.













THIGHS  Lb. 39c
A. 
LAKE BRAND WHOLE OR HALF STICK
I BOLOGNA L.. 39t
ICREY 13-oz.
ItLFITY JOE REY 49c4-oz. VIENNA










Lb. 33c CENTER SLICES TENDERATED
REELFOOT (Whole or Half Slab)




















59' HOG JOWL lb. 39c
LEAN BONELESS
PORK CUTLETS 69t FA
Krev Semi Boneless Cooked FullySLAB BAcor45c 
 HAM WholeorHaif 
79,
KREY 3-oz. S— KRISP N FRESH
POTTED MEAT 7 Cans $1.00 I POTATO CHIPS
ir STOKELY'S 21/2 SIZE
HYDE PARK
BREAD 20-oz. Loaf 3 For 
ALPINE
I29t FUR 25
HART'S CALIF. 29 oz. 2 1/2 SIZE
PEACHES PlusQualthStamps 3
STOKELY'S 8 oz. CAN










FRESH TENDER, an DIXI]
PORK STEAK LB. lac Bi
12-as. PKG. Sugar Ring, Coconut Bar, Lemon Ring
NABISCO COOICIES 3 For _ $1.00
E.W. JAMES
 39c TEA 1/2 Lb. Bag 59c
ommineoeminineleinnowneeenonee•eoninineetneietnio•
• H**ViIT THIS COUPON?*
:COCA COLA 28 oz.




STOKELY'S CUT 303 SIZE CAN $





, AND ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE
LB. C • EXCLUDING MILK AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
BAG • Limit One Coupon Per Family
..amm. .Ismo—gia r0000000000 00000000000000000111FttozEN Fops 0
11
























STOKLEY'S 46 oz. CAN
PING PlusQualityStamps
STRAWBERRIES 10-oz. Box
MORTON FROZEN ASSORTED FLAVORS
25c
CREAM PIES 3 For 09c
FR1
3 FOR I I
I STOKELY'S 46 oz. CAN
PONG 3QPuluaslity FORStamps






POTATOES 5 Lb. Bag 89c
WINTER GARDEN FORD HOOK
LDIA BEANS 10-oz. Box 4 For $1.00
STOKELY'S 46 oz. FRUIT 
$1  PUNCH aity 3 FOR
Stamps
WINTER GARDEN 12-oz. BOX
CANDIED YAMS 3 For 89c
WINTER GARDEN 10-ox.
CUT CORN Box 5 For ____
SI/zez. BOTTLE
A I SAUCE 37c
IIVE R CRISP 48-PACK
ICE CREAM CUPS Box 49c
CHEF BEEF
RAVIOLA 15 1/2-oz. Can _ 37c
BLUE BONNET
OLEO 3 Lbs. 
SMUCK E RS
PRESERVES 18-oz. Jar 59c 
BRER RABBIT
$1.00 SYRUP 12-oz. Bottle 29c
olgers, Old Judge, Maxwell House
COFFEE LB' 89c
A3TEELE S CAN
TOMATOES  5 F $1
riGLE RWER 300 SIZE CAN $RAN BERRY
AUCE





MIRACLE WHIP SALAD KRAFT PARKAY
DRESSING QUART 59t OLEO 3 LBs1
HART'S 303 size k'UktI±A
CHERRIES 3F0R89t BLEACH 
Your No. 5 Quality Stamp Coupons Are
Good This Week 300 Free Stamps
WINTER GARDEN 10-ox. BOX
PEA 1
WINTERGARDEN 8-oz. BOX




















WINTER GARDEN 10-0x. Box
BABY LIMAS 3 For 69c
WINTER GARDEN
CUT OKRA 10-oz. Box 29c 
WINTER GARDEN BAG
PURPLE HULL PEAS 1 1/4 lb. 59c
























Then Mr. Vincent Is going to have to do something about
the moss in his yard. He will spray tbu yard when the time
comes.
In between, Mr. Vincent cures ham, reads three daily
papers and watches television until midnight. The latter de-
velopment is accompanied by a meal of sorts at II p.m. He'll
Seat anything lying around the house.
;Aging the 1970 Christmas season, the Vincents had about
80 persons as guests. Mrs. Vinson prepared most of the food.
Mr. Vincent ebtained his first and middle names - Robert
Taylor - from a man once the governor of Tennessee. Mr.
Vincent's father was a Tennessee state representative in the
early 1900s and Mr. Vincent recalls, with some pride, that his
father "seconded the motion" to a state Jim Crow bill. That
law provided for segregation of the races in public convey-
ances.
Mr. Vincent was born in a log house at Ruthville, Tenn.
He made his first crop when he was nine and proceeds
from tobacco, for example, totaled $101.20. His father, of
course, was attending an assembly session.
At 14, Mr. Vincent raised a crop for himself, "bought a
buggy and started out with the girls . .. we went everywhere
the horse could go."
Mr. Vincent came to Mayfield at 18 years of age and
worked for W. A. Carter as a salesman In a general store.
When he was 19, he took a bookkeeping course at Huntington,
Tenn., Business College.
The bookkeeping course apparently helped. Just this year,
Mr. Vincent prepared information for his federal tax return
and turned it over for someone else to complete.
He later caught the source in a $278 mistake in the gov-
ernment's favor.
The Vincents - their daughter is Mrs. Mary L. Brand -
went to Detroit in 1928 after their home in Lynnville burned.
The daughter went to school and Mrs. Vincent attended beauty
school and later ran a successful beauty shop. The daughter
taught school in Michigan for 25 years.
Meanwhile Mr. Vincent was a guard for the Ford Motor
Co. for 19 years. He frequently was in charge of watching over
cash and diamonds worth $1 million.
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, April 1, 1971 Page 5
The Vincents left Detroit in 1945 with some misgiving on
the part of his wife and daughter. But Mrs. Vincent was willing
if the family could acquire the Rufus Harris property on the
Lowes Road. The Southern colonial front makes the roomy
house a landmark. It is located on Ky. 121 at the side of the
Mayfield bypass.
A sign at the entrance of the 45-acre piece of property pro-
claims it is "Wildwood." The place is marked by stately trees,
White fences and even three gravestones for departed pets.
The Vincents are members of First Methodist Church.
Mr. Vincent gave up smoking last year. When the doctor
said the cigar smoking had to stop, Mr. Vincent handed the
physician his 10 cigars and hasn't smoked one since. He uses
a cane, at the doctor's direction, just in case he should lose
his balance because of a blood pressure condition.
When he stopped smoking, Mr. Vincent started chewing
gum.
After all, a busy man has to keep the action going.
'IVIAXI-SAVINGS






Call Cayce Lime Company
FOR
Lime- Fertilizer - Anhydrous Ammonia
Seed Corn Custom Spraying.
We have top quality lime and fertilizer; meets
all government specifications; high in calcium
and magnesium. We accept all purchase
orders on lime and fertilizer.
Phone 838-6261 Cayce, Kentucky
U.S. CHOICE 1
RIBSTEAr





 I  
0 I
1'LUNCH ME
59t CLUB STEAK $ LB. 790BEEF
4 „„I PINEWHEEL
LB- I 0 UU  1 STEAKS LB.$1.49 STEW MEAT 
EXTRA LEAN BONELESS
$1 AnWONDER89t1 Fc!TAKs LB. I • IN SHORT RIBS
FINE FOR SEASONING 
LB- 491
LB 5q1 BACON END lnA

























Your No. 5 Quality Stamp Coupons Are FRIES 
Goidiliis Week 300 Free Stamps 
Lb. 99c 
'CANNED
Chocolate and Vieille Ca Break 
300 FREE STAMPS NABISCO 15 1/2-oz. Pkg. 3 For 89c I HAM
••••••••••••••••••••  ••••••••••• • ""1"" '"""" '.'''' I.."' 
v*WITH THIS COUPON** •0 STOKELY'S 32 oz. BOTTLE ORANGE
WITH A $5.00 PURCHASE
COUPON AND THIS COUPON 200 FREE :  GATORADE
YOU GET BOTH YOUR MAIL OUT •
QUALITY STAMPS •
WITH THE PURCHASE  HART'S 303 SIZE BARTLETT
Limit One Coupon Per Family t! PEARS
$5.00 or MORE EXCLUDING MILK I
AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS. 1
FROZEN 
FoOs••••••••••••0000011100111001Mierner•••••






FRUIT PIES 3 For 81.00 I
CORN
WINTER GARDEN 10-ex. STOKELY'S 8 oz. JAR
SEALSWEET FROZEN 12-ox.
ORANGE JUICE 3 For _ $1.00
WINTER GARDEN 2 Per Pkg.
CREAM STYLE CORN 5 For _ $1.00 
For $1.00 PIE SHELLS 3 Pkgs. $1.00 
I RELISH





STOKELY'S 22 oz. KOSHER DILL
MEAT DINNERS  
I






We Accept U. S. Government
FOOD STAMPS  






WINTER GARDEN Lox, BOX a
MIXED VEGETABLES 5 For _ $1.00
WINTER GARDEN CHOPPED 10-oz. BOX
 29c MUSTARD GREENS 6 For _ $1.00
APRIL lst thru WEDNESDAY APRIL 7, 1971 
U.S. NO I YELLOW 4
WINTER GARDEN 1 44-Lb. BAG
I/4 lb- 59c BLACKEYE PEAS 59c ONIONS 3 L.29
NES SONS J 1 HOME GROWN SWEET
WI-SAVINGS" 
I




VE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT 








3 Lb. Cans $2.99
SWIFT BUTTERBALL - BELTSVILLE
TURKEYS 
3 Lb. Cans  $3.29
FRESH
FROZEN CATFISH Lb. 89c
STOKELY'S 303 SIZE CAN CUT a
GREEN BEANS uauar:. F°-R1
if FOR
STOKELY'S 303 SIZE SHELLIE
BEANS





STOKELY'S 8 oz. SWEET
GHERKINS PlusQualityStamps 49c1
STOKELY'S 12 oz. CANDIED SWEET STOKELY'S 12 oz. JAR SOUR $






STOKELY'S 22 oz. SOUR
59c PICKLES
STOKELY'S 12-az. JAR SWEET
__ 29c PICKLE RELISH
SALAD DRESSING 32-oz. 
HYDE PARK
39c
5k BISCUITS 6 Cans 
3rsSTRAWBERRIES 
GOLDEN RIPEFRESH FANCY 
9 BANANAS
NO I GOLDEN RED DELICIOUS FANCY HEADS
APPLES Lb. 294 LETTUCE
Your No. 5 Quality Stamp Coupons Are











3 PC. SERVING SET
WITH EACH $3.00 PURCHASE
REG. $4.00 - $1.29
*O.




To acquaint you Super D's low discount prices and fast,
friendly service, we will fill your prescription FREE, up to
'5.00 Super D Discount Price not to exceed one month
supply of medication. Limit one prescription per family.
Good through April 14, 1971.
SUPER D RETAIL
(NOT TO EXCEED ONE MONTH SUPPLY OF MEDICATION)
Mickey Todd, Registered Pharmacist.
Bring in your new prescription or have your physician call
us or pick up a copy of your prescription from the
pharmacy with whom you now trade, and have it filled
free at Super D. You will be pleasantly suprised at how
much you can save at Super D.
JOHNSON & JOHNSON 9 OZ




N H AT 1.35



























TO BE GIVEN AWAY AT SUPER D THIS WEEK. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
REGISTER AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE.
ROCK BOTTOM
PHOTOFINISHING PRICES AT SUPER D















FREE 8 X 10 ENLARGEMENT
of your favorite photograph (negative)
Lfl with developing and printing of any Kodacolor roll
or cartridge. GOOD THRU 4/6/71
4 
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
YOU NEVER OVERPAY AT SUPER D
CONVENIENT LOCATION
1306 NAILLING STREET
(NEXT TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET)
UNION CITY, TENN.
PHONE 885-6558
OPEN - 9AM TO 9PM MONDAY thru SATURDAY









































MURRAY, Ky. — Two Murray
State University sophomores
have been awarded seven-week
research study grants at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee Medical
Unit in Memphis.
They are:
John Belote, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Belote, 1400 Main
Street, Murray, and Ralph A.
Tesseneer Jr., son of Dr. and
Mrs. Ralph A. Tesseneer of
Northern Kentucky State Col-
lege, Covington.
Both graduates of Murray
High School, Belote and Tessen-
eer will attend classes and help
with research work at the Mem-
phis school from July 12 through
August 24.
Belote, who is Lajoring in
biology and chemi? ry at Mur-
ray State, will work with Dr.
Robert Woodbury, head of the
Department of Pharmacology,
while Tesseneer, who is a pre-
medical major, will work in the
School of Medicine.
Honor students, both are main-
taining 3.75 academic averages
of a possible 4.0 for their first
three semesters at Murray
State.
man cotmtles.
Crittenden will receive im-
provements amounting to $242,-
428.77 and the Hickman pro
gram will total $187,951.43.
Projects planned in Crittenden
County include grade and drain
work and rock surfacing for 2.4
miles of Ky. 387, installation of
a precast bridge on Crayne-
Frances Road, and spot clearing
and drainage work for sections
of Glendale, Sisco Chapel-Mexi-
co, Salem - View, and Crayne-
Frances roads.
Sections of various county
roads totaling Si miles will be
maintained under the 1971-72
program.
In Hickman County the pro-
posed program includes bitumi-
nous surfacing for sections of
Reed, Taylor, Hodge, Davis,
Ky. 239- Burcham, Russell,
Graham Bugg, Old Hilliard,
Tharte, Dean, Snee d, Shiloh
Church, Bethel, Cole, Chalk
Bluff, Resin, Mount Joy, Via,
and Watts Station roads and Pe-
can Street in Clinton.
The installation of a 50. foot
pipe arch is planned for Rose
Road and bituminous resurfac-
ing is scheduled for sections of
Deweese Road and Wiley Street
in Moscow.
The 1971-72 program for Hick-
man Coonty includes a total of




tional product last year was a
record $5,444 million, more than
a 10 per cent rise over 1909. The
per capita income was $292.10,






Deluxe make permanent press
jacket with raglan sleeves,
mesh yoke, zipper front, re-
verse pockets in 52/48 Poly-
ester/cotton. Blue, gold, brass
or green in S-M-L-XL. Excellent
for spring wear.
TA• re•w look is Mons . . .
SPORT SHIRTS
2








1 COMPARE AT 2.99
Permanent press short sleeve shirt
with long pointed collars, neck band,
top center tails, V-vent with button
cuff. 65/35 Polyester/cotton. Sizes





Big K's spring blouse showing features
excellent fashions ugbelieveably low
priced. Assortment of collar styles or
scoop neck. Button front or back, lace
ruffles and tuck fronts. Puff sleeves.




100% Polyester V-neck and
Mock Turtle. Zippers and pull
overs. Assortment of colors of




3 COMPARE AT 5.00
Contrasting race stripes, snap patch pocket,
sleeve pocket, zip front. Navy, toast, cypress,
electric blue, light blue, white, brown in
S-M-L-XL.






A terrific selection of 100%
Nylon warp knit shirts. Raglan
sleeves, ring zipper front. You
may also choose solid fashion
color Nylon short sleeve shirts
with Iona pointed collar, con-
trast stitching and button
fronts. Sizes small, medium
and large. All at same low price.
DRESSES
Bonded Chavazette dresses in
the latest spring styles. Navy
with stripe braid trim. Collars,
belts and brass buttons compli-




BIG SAVINGS. ON MENS SPORT SHIRTS
HI FASHION
PERNA PRESS
3 Reg. 4.50 IL 5.50
Select either henway, regular or long
point collars in 50/50 Polyester/cot-






Short Sleeves, 50/50 Polyester/
cotton, Galey & Lord assorted
stripes in small, -medium and
large.
BOYS' SIZES 810 18 ... . 1.77
OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE UNION CITY, TENN
REGULAR STORE HOURS: MONDAY thru THURSDAY 9 AM TO 9 PM




Th. Prices In This Ad Good
11300 A. M. TM 8 PM Tuesday































TOMATOES 3 No. 2 1/2 Cans 89c
BOUNTY PAPER









. BACON Sliced 
Lb. 55c
Lb. 55c
SACRAMENTOPE A c Es in heavy Syrup 3 NO 2 1/2
can 39
COUNTRY SKILLET WHOLE






CRACKERS Lb. Box 25c
L & M TRAIL




whole _ _ _ _ _ Lb. 89c
Lb._ _ _ $1.10
SLICED
JOWLS Smilked Lb. 29c
ARMOUR SKINLESS
FRANKS 12-oz. Pkg.  49c
BATHROOM ROLLST SSUE DE TA5329011/4
•
& EndsN c h/o D Centers Mixed.    





with 15 1/2beans 3 cans $ 1






















ThighsF Freshr rBr Fryere a s t __ 2.1b. 459:
Fresh Fryer
















Brown and ServeA D Rolls 20 ozBRED Pkg. of 12 2SC Loaf 29
Reelfoot
Tender SmokedA S Butt Portion lb 63C ShankPortion lb. 53 C
Regular
KOTEX 24Box 07 9
KLEENEX FACIAL
TISSUE 3 200 ct. Pkg. $1.00
DELSEY







BACON Sliced Lb. 49c
REELFOOT Whole - Half - Slab


























DOUBLE LUCK RED SOCKEYE
SALMON 16-oz. Can 
SWEET SUE
















CREAM( LIMIT 4 ) 
.

































'. - -i- . •.x I I 1 I
MIX OR MATCH
300 t -Beans 9 Cans 41 -












(Reg. 490 sli3zeoz• 39.




Spaghetti  9 300 $ ii .









c FRESH CRISPRADISHES Cello Bag  10c
CRISF
GREEN ONIONS Bunch  10c
Bush's Cut Green Beans
MO




vetevacp 0 GOLDENBAN i N le a. .c.cesex v ToAS lie wa•cts.o. oi.(;ce RIPLEB. 11 0
Purple Hull Peas _ ____ $ 1 . SACRAMENTO5 300
Black Eyed Peas _ _ _ __ Cans











POTATOES 100 Lb. Bag ___ $549 
Saur Kraut Quart Jar 39c
Bush's Cut Asparagus 303 cans 4 for Sl.
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON Save 70c
Detergent
TIDE King Size 99c
With This Coupon and $7.50 Additional Fur-
chase. Exc. Tobacco and Dairy Products.



















Bottle Carton  39c
(Limit 2)
and $5.00 Addition Fur-
Tobacco and Dairy Product;





























and No other purcnase
JAR











ter /it  53
Loin lb.90 lb.







Neck Bones  lb. 19c
Nice Thick
Fat Back __ _ lb. 25c
Fresh Sliced
Beef Liver __ lb. 49c
Pig
















GOLDEN 1 0 t
LB.
  Lb. 10c






2 For The Price of
Plus A Penny
Cleansing Cream
Rog. $1.50 — CARA NOME
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REXALI.
N\\\ \FOR THE PRICE OF I STAR * VALUE!





Rog. $1.09 — REXAU. AEROSOL
have Cream
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4% FOR THE PLUS
AI PRICE OF 1 A PENNY
























3% — 10 Vol.


















































































BONUS BUYS ON PANTY HOSE!
Reg. $1.98 —SPUNTEX DELUXE

















































I FOR ME PRICE OF I PLUS A PENNY
CARA NOME
NIGHT CREAM








































































































FAST RELIEF OF TENSION
HEADACHE PAIN — REXALL
MODACIN
Prompt, comforting mile of minor aches and
pains, fever end collo' told discomforts; torn-





Retroll'• new WEEP CAPSULES radiate simple et•r-
01. Pension and anxiety so you fall asleep fast




FAST, OFTECTIVE PAIN ROM FOR THOSE WHO
CAN'T TAKE ASPIRIN — REXALL
NO-ASPIRIN
Relievers pain of froodactres, colds and minor pains
of arthritis and rheumatism, without Has 'id*
effects of aspirin.
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=DI
100 TABLETS
















R E G. 79c
REG. 77c—PLASTIC
OINK BANDS 45's













































































































ASSORTED STYLES AND COLORS




































2 fsr 80'5 ea.(P.3220. 40)















FAST HOME tsk * V4Ltit
PERMANENT Minuteman 5.1
CHEWABLE
,2i-s1"   MULTIPLE VITAMINS1( s for $266
REXALL-5 GRAIN
t
iiccrri WITH IRON, 100s 2 ,„, 3.00
Look at These Great Values Not On Our 1 c Sale Plan
